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ABSTRACT
Public Participation Program Development
An Analysis of Public Participation in the Water Industry
by
Marcia Lynne Holmberg
Dr. Gage Chapel, Examination Committee Chair
Professor of Communication
University of Nevada, Las Vegas
The field of public participation is a distinct, but yet unpolished facet within the
public relations industry. While the purpose of and need for public participation are
becoming increasingly clear, many remain unaware or unconvinced of its advantages.
Likewise, even among those who endorse the necessity of public participation, its
methods and strategies continue to be a mystery to most.
One industry, in particular, that has recognized and embraced the benefits of
conducting public participation is the water utility industry. The purpose of this thesis
is to 1) crystallize the understanding of why public participation is a necessary and
advantageous tool 2) to exemplify how to conduct public participation by providing
both general guiding principles and a specific conceptual framework for program
implementation.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
After spending the past six years as a public information officer in the water
utility industry, I have gained a solid understanding of the purposes and processes for
designing and implementing public participation programs in this field. Public
participation occurs when a water utility (utility) expands its community relations
outreach efforts beyond just informing the public, and creates vehicles for involving
them as well. Public participation programs help establish an on-going dialogue
between the utility and the community which fosters shared ownership and community
support for a utility's project.
However, in the water utility industry today many utilities have not faced the
reality that the public wants to be involved and that in order to gain public support for
their projects the utility must find a substantive means of involving the public as they
embark upon decision-making processes. There are also many water utilities who
have realized that they need to do public participation, but are apprehensive because
they are unsure of how to go about initiating a public participation program, or are
reluctant to take the chance. Whether it is ignorance or avoidance that is keeping
water utilities from utilizing public participation programs, this thesis strives to provide
an explanation of "why" public participation is necessary, supply tools on "how"
to conduct a public participation program, and demonstrate through a case study that
conducting a public participation program can have a very positive outcome.
The purpose of this thesis is to answer the following two questions: 1) Why is
it necessary and/or advantageous to conduct public participation programs within the
water utility industry?; and 2) How can a water utility develop and implement a public
participation program?
Thesis Justification
There are four primary reasons why I have chosen to focus on the "whys" and
"hows" of public participation. The first reason is public participation is an assumed
norm: There is an assumption that public participation is an accepted norm within the
water industry when in actuality many agencies have not "bought into" the concept of
why it is important to do public participation. Because many of the larger government
agencies are fully committed to public participation, there is an assumption that it is
the standard and norm throughout the industry. And, while there are a growing
number of water utilities that have embraced public participation there are an even
greater number of utilities that have not engaged in true public participation, or that
have only half-heartily embarked upon the process.
The second reason is the need for new conceptual frameworks. There is
currently a shortage of comprehensive guidelines or frameworks to help provide
direction for how one would go about initiating and maintaining a successful public
participation program. Because of this, I have elaborated a conceptual framework or
road map based on my own extensive work as a public relations professional. This
framework identifies the four key principles that are essential elements of any complete
public participation program, and has helped me to conduct successful and defensible
public participation programs. This Investigate, Educate, Incorporate, Evaluate
(I.E.I.E.) framework provides the basic principles of implementation that could also
assist others by giving them a step-by-step process for initiating and maintaining such a
program.
The third reason is that there is a limit to the resource materials available on
this subject. With the exception of one handbook (CH2M Hill, 1995), the existing
literature is limited in its scope and does not provide a comprehensive discussion of
"why" and "how" to do public participation in one piece of literature. A good portion
of the existing literature is devoted to proving the need for public participation
programs by recounting specific case studies of public participation programs. And
while these case studies may convince a utility manager that he or she should do public
participation, they do not show them the step-by-step process of how to go about
conducting a public participation program.
Conversely, an instructional manual may provide a step-by-step process of how
to implement a public participation process, but does not devote a sufficient amount of
time discussing why it is important to exert the effort to implement the program. This
thesis strives to fill this void and present a balance of both the whys and hows of
conducting public participation through the use of real-world examples.
And finally, the forth reason I have selected this topic is because I believe that
public participation is simply the right thing to do. While it may be difficult for a
utility to find the motivation or tools for conducting public participation programs, it is
both prudent and pragmatic for them to embrace this process. If utilities truly seek to
make fully informed decisions, they must evaluate and balance technical feasibility with
public acceptability. This, however, is not to say that public opinion alone should be
the sole determining factor in a utility's decision-making process. For if decision
makers only looked at public opinion, and ignored technical feasibility, that too would
represent an ill-informed and unbalanced decision-making process. This informed and
balanced approach to decision making can help prevent costly delays, deferrals,
derailments or denials of critical infrastructure projects. In short, proactive and sincere
solicitation and consideration of public participation in the decision-making process is
a prudent planning strategy.
In conducting this research project, I have attempted to demonstrate that
public participation programs are a necessary and worthwhile exercise in which water
utilities should engage. In addition, by explaining and demonstrating how the
Investigate, Educate, Incorporate, Evaluate (I.E.I.E.) framework is used, and how
successful it can be, this thesis will hopefully provide water utilities with enough
justification, information, and tools necessary to institute public participation
programs in their communities. I have also defined supplemental public participation
studies that are worthy of future research to help expand the current status and form
of the public participation process.
Research Methodology and Orientation
The research methodology I have employed in conducting this study was two-
fold: a review of existing literature, and an analysis of my personal experience.
Through a qualitative evaluation in these two arenas, I was able to glean the essence of
public participation in the water industry from many different points of view. In
particular, I have identified wonderfully rich case studies which I have utilized to help
illustrate the dynamics of public participation in a number of different instances.
According to Arneson: "The case study method may be appropriate if unusual success
or failure of a particular case puzzles organizational leaders, or if the critical nature of
one or a few cases concerns policy makers" (Herndom, & Kreps, 1993, p. 164)
Because public participation is a dynamic enterprise, case studies are particularly
useful in understanding the thought process behind the public participation program.
In addition, the brief situationally based case studies that I discovered in the literature,
and that I have experienced personally, served as a fruitful source of references of
applied public participation programs.
Literature Review
In reviewing the public participation literature, I focused on the historical
evolution of the public participation literature over two-and-a-half decades. This
review provided an interesting historical perspective and contextual evaluation of the
growing importance of public participation in the water industry over the years. In
addition to conducting an historical review, I also evaluated the driving water-related
issue in each piece of literature to determine "why" public participation was necessary,
and to analyze the factors which motivated the utility manager to conduct public
participation. Next, I conducted an analysis of "how" public participation was applied
in each article to determine the level of sophistication of the programs within each
water-related issue. Together, these analyses of the literature revealed enlightening
case studies which helped to provide valuable insight into the role of public
participation in the water industry.
Personal Experience
In addition to conducting a literature review, I have also conducted an analysis
of specific public participation situations in which I have been involved, or to which I
have been exposed. I have woven these additional examples throughout this thesis to
provide an additional dimension to the discussion of the underlying dynamics and
challenges that exist in the real-world application of public participation strategies. In
addition to including many smaller case studies throughout the thesis, I have also
provided a more in-depth case study which includes a detailed description of the
project for which I developed the I.E.I.E. framework. This case study provides a
demonstrative example of why public participation was implemented, and how each of
the steps was employed, and how the steps work together to successfully complete the
project.
Public Participation Overview: Industry Context
Prior to discussing the importance of public participation in the water industry,
- it is important to clarify where public participation is situated within its own industry,
public relations.
Public Relations
Media Relations
While there are many facets to the public relations (PR) field, media relations is
the dominating force within the field. Media relations focuses gaining positive
publicity for a client in the media. It is the PR strategy most often utilized, and it is in
many ways the defining tool of our industry. And while media relations is an
enormously successful method of reaching large groups of people, it has limitations.
The primary limitation is that media relations relies solely upon one-way
communication of a message — a message, which in many ways, is at the mercy of the
editor for the final tone and content that is ultimately delivered to the audience. As
such, media relations abdicates a great deal of control over the message and it does
not accommodate a means of soliciting feedback from the audience.
This one-way means of communicating is the appropriate tool in many
instances, and in fact, most PR programs call for the mass media approach at some
point in the program. However, there are certain situations for which a more defined,
two-way method of communications is essential. In such cases, a community relations
approach is a more applicable public relations strategy to apply.
Community Relations
Community relations is a niche within the public relations field which focuses
upon direct, two-way communication with an intended audience. In community
relations, PR professionals do not rely on the media to carry their message to the
audience. Instead, PR professionals create vehicles for personally carrying the
message directly to the audience, and develops a means for receiving return messages
7from the audience. Community relations provides a direct and frequently an
immediate feedback loop for sending and receiving messages (Bormann, 1990, p. 21)
If PR professionals rely on the media to deliver the messages, they are to some
degree at the mercy of the media to maintain a fidelity between the intended and the
delivered messages. As such, PR professionals have a lack of control over the
accuracy, tone, and completeness of the message that is actually delivered by the
media. Conversely, community relations professionals maintain more control over the
message because there is a more direct link between the sender and the receiver of a
message. This is especially beneficial when the message includes complex information.
If a complex message is delivered through the media, the receivers are frequently
frustrated because they are unable to ask questions. However, if that same complex
message was delivered at a community outreach forum such as a public meeting, the
receiver would be able to ask for clarification and enter into a dialogue with the sender
of the message.
In some cases, the complexity or controversy of a message dictates an even
more interactive form of community relations, called public participation.
Public Participation
Public participation is a sub-set of community relations because it relies on the
same principles of community outreach and establishing two-way communication with
the intended audience. However, public participation takes community relations a step
further and actively strives to inform and involve the public in the discussion of a
particular issue. According to Marrazzo (1990), "Public involvement focus on two-
way communication. It requires a higher degree of commitment from the organization
in the form of active participation by its decision-making and technical experts" (p.
310).
Public participation is a relatively narrow facet of the public relations
spectrum. According to Fohs (1980), "The objective of public participation in the
8governmental process is to achieve conscious involvement by the public in formulating
policy and programs so as to attain a common goal with public acknowledgment and
or acceptance of the end product," (p. 841). Public participation is a specialized niche
because not every client requires this in-depth level of interaction with their audience.
The types of clients who typically require public participation programs are
organizations such as governmental agencies, public utilities, and industrial operations.
These types of organizations are frequently in the position of making developmental or
operational decisions that have real or perceived impact on the audience. As such, the
audience is considered a stakeholder in the process. Stakeholders are groups or
individual who are potentially affected by project decisions. According to Corder and
Thompson (1995), "Stakeholder groups can include environmental groups, industry
representatives, neighborhood groups, government regulators ~ anyone who has an
interest in the outcome of the decision-making process," (p. 15). Developing a
proactive and on-going rapport with the stakeholders through public participation
programs is an essential and pragmatic means of garnering support through shared
ownership of final decisions. There are a variety of methods of involving the public in
the discussion of an issue. However, the key to success is to create a sincere
opportunity for them to truly participate in the decision-making process.
In essence, public participation is a sub-set of community relations, which is a
sub-set of public relations. And while there are a variety of PR strategies available, the
dynamics and objectives of the client dictates which PR strategy is the most effective
for that particular instance. If the objective is a high frequency of one-way message
dissemination, media relations is the appropriate strategy. If the objective is on-going
exchange of two-way communication, community relations is the strategy of choice.
And if the substance and scope of the two-way communication is of a complex nature
with a real or perceived impact on the audience, public participation is the most fitting
implementing tool.
Understanding these distinctions helps the public relations professional to
prescribe the most appropriate strategy for each PR situation. And while public
participation is the least common of the strategies discussed, it is particularly useful in
many instances within the water utility industry.
Public Participation in the Water Industry
Many early utility planners subscribed to the notion that planning was for
"...the greatest good for the greatest number ... Expertise and knowledge held an
assured power to accomplish this," (Pizor, 1987, p. 889). These "omnipotent"
planners had no trouble determining the big picture need for a project; announcing the
project to the public; and then gearing up to defend its necessity. However, over the
years, this Decide Announce Defend (Corder, et al., 1995, p. 2) strategy became an
ineffective means of developing projects. In fact, these and other "Traditional efforts
of public communication seem to come up short, particularly as good science gives
way to politicized confrontation," (Wolfe, 1990, p.757). In addition, over the past
three decades the public has become more aware and involved in infrastructure and
environmental issues. For instance, "Where sewage plants, landfills and water
treatment facilities once were a 'silent service' relegated to the other side of town,
today it is not uncommon for 'activists' and an entourage of press people to camp out
on the utility's door step, bringing a plant's daily operations into the living rooms of the
tax-paying constituency," (Wolfe, 1990, p. 758).
As DAD projects began to fail and the public became more actively involved,
utility managers had to rethink their approach to developing public works projects.
These events gave birth to public participation in the water industry. And since the
early 1970s, there has been a steady increase in the prevalence and sophistication of
public participation programs in the water industry. In the following literature review,
I have striven to provide an historical narrative of the role public participation
programs have played in the water industry.
CHAPTER 2
REVIEW OF LITERATURE
The purpose of this literature review is to identify what public participation
literature exists and evaluate how this literature discusses the subject of public
participation. Because public participation is currently more of an applied trade than
an academic pursuit, most of the "Research findings appear in water resource journals,
in water resource symposia and conventions, water research publications, and project
completion reports around the country," (Pizor, 1987, p. 890). This literature review
includes an analysis of these materials, as well as various books, articles, papers and
abstracts that have been written specifically about public involvement in the water
industry, as well as other non-water related materials that focus on communicating
with the public and involving them in public decision-making processes.
In reviewing the literature about public participation in general, and in the
water industry in particular, there are a limited number of books or manuals written on
the subject. There is, however, a vast collection of journal articles and professional
papers that help to define public participation in the water industry from a real-world
perspective. Most of these articles and papers are written in a qualitative format, using
case studies to demonstrate how public participation was used in a particular situation.
While these papers provide valuable anecdotal examples, they frequently fail to identify
and elaborate upon fundamental public participation principles that were employed.
The books and manuals, on the other hand, seem to focus on the general principles, or
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"tools" that are utilized in any given public participation program. The shortcoming of
these texts is that they do not provide sufficient justification for why it
was important to have conducted public participation. They also do not provide
enough discussion on application of the principles in specific situations, i.e., teaching
which tool to use in which situation.
While together these two types of sources help to paint the picture of why
public participation is necessary, and how it is used, there was a void in the literature
of writings that included both of these critical elements in one discussion. With this in
mind, this paper strives to address the "why" and "how" of public participation in one
comprehensive work.
In conducting this literature review, one source that has been particularly
fruitful, is the American Water Works Association (AWWA) literature collection.
AWWA is the premiere professional association for water industry professionals, and
it is enormously successful in encouraging its members to chronicle their experiences
in professional papers, in order to further the collective knowledge of the industry.
They have also been particularly diligent in publishing and cataloguing these valuable
resources. Through the AWWA library I have been able to identify 430 books, articles
and papers written over a 26-year period on public participation in the water industry.
In addition to analyzing abstracts for each of these works, I was able to obtain full
texts of approximately 90 articles. This body of literature, along with the additional
related materials that I have collected over the years, provided a rich collection of the
necessary background information to conduct an analysis of the history and content of
public participation discussions in the water industry.
Historical Overview
For the purposes of illustrating the discussion of public participation over the
years, the 440 articles from AWWA resources serve as a telling collection of literature
Within this collection of literature 38 articles were written in the 1970s: 149 were
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written in the 1980s; and 253 written from 1990 to 1997. This clearly indicates the
increasing prevalence of public participation programs in the water industry over the
years.
In the 1970s, the articles tended to focus on involving the public in
conservation and water resource planing (Goldman, 1972); (Davis, 1971). In the
1980s the literature shifted to more advanced topics such as developing public
participation programs in foreign countries (Lythcott & Faigenblum, 1986); and the
changes in the Safe Drinking Water Act water quality regulations (Gleason, 1980).
And finally, so far in the 1990s, there is a wide variety of public participation dynamics
in all areas of water planning. Among the most notable is the dramatic increase in the
number and sophistication of conservation articles, such as the discussion about
developing a community conservation ethic (Gregg, Curry & Grigsby, 1994). Another
interesting shift that has occurred in the 1990s is the emergence of the discussion of
specialized issues such as privatization (Walker, 1993), and Integrated Resource
Planning (Reid, 1992).
In an effort to try to capture the essence of the evolution of the public
participation discussion in the water industry over time, I conducted a subjective
analysis of each article to identify the underlying water-related issues which dictated
the need to conduct public participation. Figure 1 helps to illustrate the distribution of
these issues over the years. This glimpse also demonstrates the frequency of the
various types of issues that required public participation. After tallying the underlying
water-related issues, I conducted a more in-depth evaluation of how these issues were
discussed, and how public participation was handled within the discussions.
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Table 1
WATER-RELATED TOPIC
1. Water Resources
2. Water Rates/Finance
3. Water Quality
4. Developing Countries
5. Construction
6. Operations & Maintenance
7. Risk Communication
8. Emergency Planning
9. Education
10. Integrated Resource Planning
1 1 . Privatization
12. Water Reuse/Recycling
1 3 . Ground Water
14. Conservation
15. Public Participation Management
TOTALS
1970s
4
2
5
0
2
0
0
0
0
0
0
4
1
11
6
38
1980s
12
2
19
39
3
5
3
0
2
0
1
12
3
16
30
149
1990-97
15
15
31
10
11
8
2
3
5
4
4
15
10
86
25
253
TOTAL
31
19
55
49
16
13
5
3
7
4
5
31
14
113
61
440
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Water-Related Issues
In reviewing the 440 AWWA articles, it became quite clear that there were a
variety of different driving factors that motivated the authors to implement some sort
of a public participation program. Because public participation programs are
situationally based, the more one knows about the context, or the underlying
motivating factors of the situation, the more one will understand why and how various
strategies were employed. For instance, if knowing that perceived risk about
proximity of proposed treatment facility to a school is the underlying issue of concern,
then a special Parent-Teachers Association (PTA) outreach effort will make more
sense. With this in mind, the following section focuses on both the underlying water-
related issues (water quality, conservation, etc.), and the public participation
discussion of each group of articles.
As I began this evaluation, I first studied the dynamics of the water-related
issues to better understand the need for public participation for each issue. Secondly, I
evaluated each article to determine how the subject of public participation was
handled. In particular, I sought to analyze 1) how in-depth specific public participation
tactics and strategies were discussed; and 2) how public participation was represented
in general.
As I looked at these two factors, I noted with interest that in many of the
articles the discussion of public participation was mentioned as an after thought, with
the primary focus on the technical water-related aspects of the article. This indicates
that public participation may still be viewed as a necessary evil, or "side bar" in project
planning. This reinforces the notion that public participation programs are not the
norm. However, there were also a number of articles that specifically revolved around
public participation implementation. These articles provide valuable examples of the
art of public participation and will be discussed in greater detail in the latter sections of
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this paper. However, the following discussion provides a glimpse into public
participation programs for each of the water-related topics
Water Resources
Among the first public participation literature to appear in the early 1970s deal
with gaining public input on water resource issues, (Wright, 1971; Goldman, 1972).
From then on, public involvement in obtaining and maintaining adequate, high-quality
water resources has been an essential component of most water-related discussions
throughout the decades.
The water resource literature seems to focus more on the issue of water
quantity, than public participation in and of itself. However, many articles discuss the
importance of involving the public in the planning processes for securing adequate
resources, (Hrezo, 1986). Other articles discuss the utilization of citizens advisory
committees, (Tennyson & Katz, 1994), and involving the public in the evaluation of
costs associated with prospective resource options, (McPherson, & Calkins, 1995).
Water Rates and Financing
The issue of public involvement in the cost of water resources and water
infrastructure projects is a fiercely debated issue within rates and finance literature.
Most of the articles that I reviewed in the financial arena focused primarily upon the
challenges and strategies of involving the public in the adjustment of rate structures,
(Rothstein & Jones, 1993) The second most common type of financial-related
literature discussed the need to involve the public in the discussions of optional
funding strategies for financing larger projects (Mitchell, 1994).
In general, each of the articles helps to establish the need, and the potential
benefits of implementing a proactive public participation strategy, (Riefsnider, 1993).
These rates and finance articles are among the most compelling in their proof that
public participation is, indeed, a worthwhile exercise which water utility professionals
must be willing to become involved in. As such, this literature provides an important
16
lesson that can help to motivate water utility professionals to take the public
participation plunge.
Water Quality
A number of the water quality articles focus on the notion of managing
watershed to maintain water quality. If an upstream community has dangerous
discharge habits, it can greatly effect the water quality of downstream communities.
With this in mind, many of the articles discuss the "... adoption of a multi-stakeholder
process to develop management plans that protect aquatic resources at the watershed
scale," (Sullivan & Light, 1995, p. 270).
In addition, the water quality articles seemed to be more advanced in their
discussion of more sophisticated public participation programs. One article discussed
a framework for involving the public in the water quality issue, in which "Public
involvement and education (PIE) strategies play a primary role in the City's efforts ...,"
(Hoenig, 1993, p. 273). In another article, mediation was utilized in an effort to "...
reach consensus on water quality improvements ..., " (Ott, Studwell, & Knaster, 1995,
p. 157).
Other common themes included the discussion of water quality in terms of risk
assessment, and the implementation of risk communications techniques to interact with
the public (Heath, 1992). The concept of establishing community groups to strive for
collaborative problem solving and consensus building was also a common subject
within the water quality articles that I evaluated.
Developing Countries
There were a number of papers written in the early 1980s, as a byproduct of a
program called Water and Sanitation for Health (WASH). This program provided
training for people of developing countries to assist them in updating their water and
wastewater treatment systems (McCoy, 1983). The majority of papers written about
the WASH program discuss public participation in a more active, literal sense. For
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instance, one paper discusses "Implementation of guidelines ... allow village workmen
to be self-sufficient in constructing and maintaining their own systems without the help
of experts," (Doelhomid, 1982, p. 320)
While some of the papers discussed participation in terms of volunteerism,
most of the papers focused upon the technical aspects of updating the systems, and the
training and education that was required to ensure self-sufficiency beyond the duration
of the WASH projects, (Leonhardt & Awamtamg, 1982).
Unfortunately, these papers did not discuss potential language or cultural
barriers that could have inhibited communication between the visitors and the locals.
They also did not discuss how the cultural differences could have impacted
effectiveness of standard public participation strategies and methods, or if adaptations
were necessary.
Construction
The driving factor for public participation in the construction of water or
wastewater facilities is site selection. No matter which city, neighborhood, or type of
water or wastewater project is at issue, there is a tendency for the not in my backyard
(NIMBY) mentality. With this in mind, many of the articles discussed how public
participation helped the project team to deal with public concerns regarding "noise,
dust, construction traffic, visual effects, and perceived property values," (Urashima &
Kemp, 1995), to help mitigate potential project impacts on the community. Most of
the literature provided specific details of strategic plans for how to go about involving
the public in the site selection processes, construction and beyond, (Holmberg, Selby
& Wetstein, 1996).
Another common underlying theme found in many of the construction-related
articles was the notion of agency credibility. When an agency proposes a project, and
involves the public in the process, it is asking the public to take a leap of faith to trust
that the agency will live up to the planning commitments it makes. The need to build
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agency credibility is due in part to the growing "... skepticism, distrust, environmental
activism, and a strong desire to limit governmental spending," (Sultan, 1993, p. 54).
These articles provide valuable discussions which help to identify and define the
Credibility problem and provide insight in to how an agency can proactively deal with
the issues through the use of public participation. On the whole, the construction-
related articles included among the more substantive discussions regarding public
participation strategies.
Operations and Maintenance
In the articles that focused on the underlying subject of operations and
maintenance (O&M), many of the articles discussed how the community participated
in O&M functions. And like the developing countries articles, some of the O&M
articles discussed public participation in terms of volunteerism. These included
discussions ranging from enlisting a Boy Scout troop to help paint fire hydrants
(Gehin, 1994) to a water brigade of community volunteers to help operate the water
system on San Juan Island (Holmgreen, 1995).
From a strict public participation sense, a few of the O&M articles discussed
the difficulty and importance of involving the public in O&M decisions, such as
conducting a survey of residents to determine the preferred uses for a lake (Butler &
Redfield, 1991). Many of the articles focused on public participation efforts in the
front end of a project, which later dissolve after the project was completed. It was
surprising that there were not more articles regarding on-going public participation for
the O&M of a project. This absence reveals an important shortcoming because it is
critical to maintain an appropriate level of on-going rapport with the community to
preserve agency credibility and good-neighbor status.
Risk Communication
In reviewing the risk communication articles, it was apparent that there are
many transferable skills and tactics between the risk communication and public
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participation fields. For instance, one paper described the key to success of an
effective risk communication program as "... the two-way exchange of information
between the utility and the public," (Santos, 1990, p. 45), which is also a fundamental
principal of public participation. In addition, many of the risk communication papers
were written in a case-study format to educate the reader from a "lessons learned"
approach, (Shovlin, 1989), and promoted ".. . public participation in the early planning
stages of a project..." (p. 40), which are traditional formats utilized in the public
participation field as well.
In light of the many common philosophies, there were surprisingly few articles
focusing on risk communication in the water industry. Hopefully there will be more
cross-training between fields, and more in-depth discussions and writings on the
transferable tools from one discipline to the other in the future.
Emergency Planning
The fundamental principle in each of the emergency planning papers that I
analyzed, was to involved the community in the planning stages, so that they were
informed and prepared in the event of an actual emergency, (Earnhardt, 1994). All
three papers supported the concepts of public participation by focusing on how critical
public participation is in emergency preparedness. Like the risk communication
literature, many of the papers focused on lessons learned through in a case study
format, (Pratt, Miller, Farr, & Lee, 1995). It is unfortunate that more emphasis is not
devoted to public participation in emergency planning.
Education
While many of the articles discussed education about a variety of specific
topics, such as education about conservation, there are only a handful of articles that
discussed education in and of itself. One such article provided specific discussions
regarding the educational materials that are available and recommended for National
Drinking Water Week (Hayes, 1989), a week dedicated to increasing the awareness
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and appreciation of drinking water and of water as a precious resource. Another
example is an article that discussed a program called "Philadelphia Regional
Introduction for Minorities to Engineering (PRIME)," (Penn, 1991, p. 399). This
program promotes introducing students to "real-life work experiences." These
educationally focused articles centered around the art of informing and involving
students in water related issues through interactive experiences.
Integrated Resource Planning
Of the handful of articles which discuss public participation within the
Integrated Resource Planning process, the first article appeared in 1992. This
indicates either that the process of Integrated Resource Planning (IRP) is relatively
new to the water industry or that the inclusion of public participation in the IRP
process has only recently become a substantive component in the IRP process.
Through my own experience with conducting a public participation program for an
IRP in Southern Nevada, it is my opinion that the answer is yes to both possibilities.
The IRP process has been utilized for years in the power industry for balancing supply
and demand management, and has only recently been pirated by the water industry.
As a result, the focus has been on planning, not public participation.
In as much as IRP relies upon demand management, namely conservation, it is
prudent for IRP managers to involve the public in the discussion of water resource
decisions. One such example is a long-range planning process undertaken by Denver
Water in which they employed IRP as the "...new concept of integrating supply and
demand projections with input from customers without a pre-planned outcome,"
(Gardener, 1996, p. 681). This philosophy bodes well with the underlying public
participation principles, and presents an opportunity for a paradigm shift in long-range
water resource planning from an isolated environment to one of collaborative problem
solving. I suspect that more IRP public participation articles will be written in the
future.
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Privatization
Similar to the IRP literature, only a handful of privatization articles were
available within the public participation literature that I reviewed, and all but one of
them were written in the 1990s. This indicates that privatization is becoming a force
to reckon with for the water utility industry as a whole, and public participation
professionals as a group. I would predict that in the coming years, more public
participation articles will be written regarding the issue of privatization.
Some of the articles I reviewed were written from the prospective of gathering
public input to help in "overcoming obstacles to increased private sector participation
..." (Walker, 1993, p. 40). These articles were more focused on "selling" the concept
of privatization to the public. Others represented a more pure form of public
participation by discussing how "...customers should occupy a place in deliberations on
privatization of their water supply services...," (Privatization and the Customer, 1995).
I was surprised to see so few articles written on this subject, and to realize that
there was a relatively weak focus on public participation in the implementation of
privatization. Perhaps if privatization becomes more prevalent, future articles will
delve deeper into the benefits of public participation in privatization issues.
Wastewater Recycling/Reuse
I reviewed a very interesting set of articles that discussed public participation
regarding the issue of water reuse or recycling. In comparison to the other water
issues, they were among the more advanced in their discussion of the public
participation techniques that were implemented. This is driven, perhaps, by the notion
of a perceived risk associated with treating wastewater, and reusing the water; and the
pragmatic need to proactively involve the public before they involve themselves. The
approach to involving the public ranged from "... educating the public on the benefits
of reclaimed water use," (Zabolio, Dobbs, King & Sieger, 1994, p. 623), to full-fledged
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public participation geared to "... help establish attainable goals and objectives," (Bish,
1990, p. 23).
This literature also stressed the importance of knowing the audience in
designing an effective outreach strategy (Bruvold, 1985). Another common theme
was the importance of the project team's efforts to balance public acceptability with
technical feasibility (Barnett & Howe, 1994). This is especially the case in the
emerging issue of proposed potable reuse of treated wastewater (Gregory, 1994),
which presents an even greater requirement for careful public participation.
Ground Water
Ground water is typically a very sensitive issue because it inevitably focuses on
water rights, and water quality. Because of this, coupled with the fact that so much of
our country relies on ground water supplies, I was surprised to find so few articles
written about public involvement in ground-water issues.
One area in which public participation was profiled was in the discussion of the
importance of wellhead protection, and the need to have a "... multifaceted approach
to wellhead protection," (Hammen & Gerla, 1994, p. 833). The notions of
maintaining a sole source aquifer (Pojasek, 1977), and introducing supplemental
surface water to reduce the reliance on aquifer water (Gilton, Behee & Henderson,
1996), were also discussed. AJ1 three of these issues are emotionally charged issues
and require strong public participation programming. And, while these articles did not
sufficiently discuss specific strategies or tactics, they represent the types of issues that
require public participation.
Conservation
By far, the greatest percentage of articles that I reviewed fell into the category
of water conservation. The articles ranged from articles about conducting water
audits (Jordan & McCarthy, 1993), to fixture retrofitting case studies (Stroeh, 1979),
to the benefits of xeriscape landscaping (Newland, 1994). Interestingly enough, most
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of these articles treat "participation" as literally "doing" conservation activities, e.g.
taking shorter showers. In addition, many of the articles are also geared toward
"public information" to persuade individuals to change their water use behaviors,
(Fulton, 1978). As such, many of the conservation articles do not embody the essence
of true public participation.
On the other hand, there were some articles that focused on drought
management (Keck, 1988,); the adoption of conservation ordinances and policies
(Cobourn, Ford & Johnson, 1993); and other policy development issues that required
public participation. In addition, there were some articles that focused more directly
on the public participation strategies as the primary topic, and conservation as a
secondary topic of the article (Toner, 1978).
On the whole, the conservation literature is more valuable as a public
information resource than a public participation resource. Given the vast number of
conservation-related articles written, it is disappointing that more public participation
is not implemented to enhance the effectiveness and creativity of water conservation
programs and policies.
Public Participation Programs
And finally, there was a group of articles which honed in on the management of
the public participation process as the primary focus of the article. These articles
focus on issues such as regulatory compliance and legislation (Limbach, 1990),
coordination with the utilities Board of Directors (Woodcock, Laredo & Brown,
1980), and coordination with other governmental agencies (Gaston, 1976). In each of
these instances, public participation practitioners played an active role in serving as the
liaison between the utility, and the public or other entities. And in many cases, the
public participation component is the saving grace which keeps harmony, and provides
the necessary political coverage for those involved.
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These articles take a more sophisticated look at the versatility and diversity of
public participation. They provide more advanced discussions of the public
participation techniques such as collaborative consensus building (McKinney, 1990),
the utilization of caucuses (Bynum, 1993); and even dispute resolution (deW, 1989).
They also cover unique issues that involve very diverse audiences such as interagency
coordination with tribal interests (Brown, 1993), and international coordination with
trans-boundary water concerns between the United States, Mexico and Canada (Allee,
Dworsky & Utton, 1992).
In general, the management-related public participation articles provide a
glimpse into the future of public participation by demonstrating a more sophisticated
spectrum of opportunities for involving the public in higher level policy and decision-
making arenas.
As is demonstrated by the diversity of topics enumerated in this section, it is
clear that public participation is a useful tool for many areas of water planning and
management. And while the focus of many of the articles centered around the water-
related issue, it was reassuring to note that public participation was utilized to some
degree in at least 430 articles (AWWA, 1997). Fortunately, a significant percentage of
the literature provides a substantive level of discussion of the dynamics and strategies
of public participation. As such, the literature collection, as a whole, serves as a
valuable resource for current and future public participation practitioners or utility
representatives considering engaging in public participation.
CHAPTERS
MOTIVATING FACTORS
Why Public Participation: Motivating Factors
So, why is it necessary and/or advantageous for a utility to undertake public
participation activities? In examining the various motivating factors that move utilities
toward adopting public participation programs, the underlying motivator often rests in
the quest to avoid "pain." According to Michaelson, those who are more likely to be
willing to engage in public participation are those who have experienced pain or
anguish as a result of not having involved the public in past projects (Michaelson,
1997). This desire to prevent repeating negative experiences has led to a pragmatic
sense of "an ounce of prevention is worth a pound of cure." The notion that "the
public would get involved, it was a matter of when and how," (Rothstein, et al.,1993,
p. 52) makes utility managers realize that being proactive can save effort in the long
run. Because "... reactive communications and non participative decision making have
resulted, in some instances, in customer outrage, delays in project approval or
construction, and the addition of costly project mitigation measures to appease public
concern," (Shovlin & Tanaka,1998, p. 245). Furthermore, "when the public is
opposed to an organization's plan . . . it can be very effective and costly, not only in
terms of money but also in the amount of time lost when adverse public opinion leads
to project delays," (Marrazzo, 1990, p. 309).
It is through instances such as these that utilities have learned the hard way that
they can save a great deal of time and money in the long run to proactively employ
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public participation programs. The following is a sampling of some of the most
common circumstances that motivate utility managers to utilize public participation
programs.
Regulatory Factors
One of the most compelling motivating factors for conducting public
participation is the myriad of regulatory constraints and requirements which are placed
upon water utilities. These range from obtaining and maintaining discharge permits for
treated wastewater, to keeping up with the ever-changing Safe Drinking Water Act
treatment standards for ensuring acceptable potable water quality. According to Lamb
(1990), additional issues such as "federal reserve rights, endangered species, Clean
Water Act permits, Federal Emergency Regulatory Commission licenses, Indian water
rights, wild and scenic river designations, water marketing, state water plans, instream
flow programs and the public trust doctrine ...," (p. 967), all invite regulatory
compliance requirements. And while public comment is required and public
participation is encouraged for these and other instances of regulatory intervention in
water utility practices, the environmental review process is perhaps the most stringent
mandate for public participation.
A mandated environmental review process can occur on a state or federal level,
and in either case there are special provisions within the regulatory statutes which
explicitly delineate requirements for public notification, and public input. The National
Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) requires federal agencies to make diligent efforts to
involve the public (Code of Federal Regulations. 40 CFR 1506(a). If the minimum
noticing standards are not met, and documented properly, the NEPA process can be
delayed, or the entire environmental review process could be deemed invalid. And,
after thousands of dollars and months, even years of time, having the entire process
deemed invalid because a public meeting was not properly noticed can be a costly
mistake in both meeting schedule and budget.
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When the Southern Nevada Water Authority set out to conduct an
Environmental Impact Statement for the proposed Treatment and Transmission
Facility project, they took the process very seriously (SNWA, 1995). The project was
facing enormously tight scheduling challenges because the existing water system had
reached capacity. In order to meet the water demands in the coming years, the system
expansion was essential. With this in mind, they could not afford any delays in the
process.
An environmental consulting firm was hired to conduct the technical
environmental review and I was responsible for ensuring that all the public
participation requirements were met. In the beginning of the process, one of the top
executives from the environmental firm met with me to determine if I had the
experience, and full understanding of the importance meeting this challenge. He knew
how critical the public participation component of an EIS can be, and he wanted to
make sure that I was fully aware of the regulations and prepared to meet them. If I did
not successfully meet the public participation regulations, the EIS could be challenged
on procedural grounds. I understood his concerns and outlined my experience on
past environmental projects, and explained my proposed public participation plan for
this project, and put his mind at ease.
After almost three years of effort, spending over $2 million, conducting five
Public Scoping Meetings, a Public Information Fair; five Draft EIS Public Hearings;
numerous community meetings, presentations and one-on-one meetings with
individual community members; as well as over 20 interagency meetings with the
cooperating government agencies, the Record of Decision (ROD) was filed on
November 7, 1996. In addition to meeting the regulations, we went far beyond them
to ensure sincere public participation and shared ownership in the EIS process. In
doing so, we were able to build shared ownership of the final project. In fact, when
we presented the final site to the Henderson City Council final for approval, Diane
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Booker, president of the neighboring home owners association adjacent to the site,
spoke in support of the site selection and personally thanked us for our efforts to
inform and involve them in the decision-making process (Henderson City Council
meeting, June 4, 1996).
Financial Factors
There are two distinct notions of why public participation is important within
the financial arena. First, when financial decisions are made regarding things like
project costs, rate increases, etc. it directly impacts the customers pocket book. As
such, they have a right to play a part in the financial decision-making process. If this
"right" is not respected and honored by a proactive and sincere public participation
process, the community is much less likely to support the proposed financial issue, and
are very likely to reject and protest the decisions which are made. This stems largely
from the fact that because of the lack of federal funding for water infrastructure
projects today, the water ratepayers are in essence the financiers of these projects, and
as such feel they deserve to have their voice heard. So, when using ratepayer money
to finance projects there is an increase in "...the public's right to know... participate
...and be represented" (DeGrandpre, 1978, p. 136), in the decision-making process.
The second motivator for public participation in the financial arena is grounded
in pragmatics. If project decisions are made void of public participation, the utility
runs the distinct risk of the decisions being overturned by public outcry. If decisions
are overturned, years of effort and millions of dollars could go down the drain. In
other words, "going back to the drawing board" can become very expensive. As such,
it is financially pragmatic to proactively involve the public from the beginning of the
process. This requires an up-front investment of time and money in the form of a
public relations budget. However, it can save millions of dollars in the long run.
"When the public is opposed to an organizations' plan ... it can be very effective and
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costly, not only in terms of money but also in the amount of time lost when adverse
public opinion leads to project delays" (Marrazzo, 1990, p. 309).
The San Antonio Water System (SAWS) discovered this problem the hard
way. The community of San Antonio is totally reliant on the Edwards Aquafer for 100
percent of the community's water supply. The need to diversify and increase water
supply was growing each year as drought continually plagued the community,
worrying water suppliers. With this in mind, water planners sought to develop the
community's first surface-water reservoir called Applewhite Reservoir (San Antonio
Water System, 1996, February) While the project was initially recommended by a
committee established by the City Planning Commission, it did not conduct a wide-
spread public participation program to involve the public in the discussion of the need
for the project; the acceptability of introducing a surface water supply to a community
that has lived on pristine ground water; or the site selection process for the reservoir.
They did not try to hide the project, they simply didn't have a strong enough effort to
involve the community or stakeholders in the decisions as they were making them.
The project team selected a perfect site for a surface water reservoir, invested
in the purchased of the land, and devoted a great deal of time to designing the project.
Project development was well under way... and the public came unglued! The project
was forced to a referendum and lost. The project team reconfigured the project and
tried a second time to gain public acceptance. The project returned to the voters, and
was voted down a second time.
This project had a very talented project team, with the community's best
interests at heart, and a compelling argument for project need. However, they did not
conduct sufficient public participation and they paid dearly for it in lost time, money
and credibility. According to Cedillo (1995), " This process taught the City some
valuable lessons: have a good product to sell, sell the product, sell the product full-
time; stay true to the product; and be honest and open with the voters," (p. 287). And
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while there is no guarantee that the project would have come to life if they had "sold
the product" or conducted public participation, the project would have had a much
greater chance of success if they had.
Political Factors
Most utilities throughout the country are public or quasi-public agencies
governed by Boards of Directors frequently consisting of either elected official, or
citizens appointed by elected officials. At times, the Boards are also made up of
individuals who are voted into the position of leadership. These elected or appointed
Boards of Directors, Trustees, etc. have the final decision-making authority for the
utility. According to Rothstein, et. al. (1993) "Because the public is more vocal,
elected officials get more into the process sooner, and are more concerned that
consensus be attained before controversies land at their door step," (p. 41). As such,
there is an overriding political component inextricably intertwined within the utility
planning process.
With this in mind, water utility managers must take this political check-and-
balance seriously and ensure that the proper levels of public involvement are
conducted prior to presenting an issue to the Board for a final decision. This provides
the Board members with sufficient input from the public, so that they can make
informed decisions. This also helps to document for the Board member that a sufficient
and sincere process was implemented for soliciting and incorporating public input.
Together, these two components supply the Board members with enough information
and political "coverage" to make, and stick, to their decisions. According to Sohvlin
(1989), "Decisions on whether to approve or disapprove projects today are not based
solely on technical values, but are influenced largely by public opinion with critical
decisions often being made in the political arena (p. 245).
The importance of a sincere and substantial public participation process
became very clear in the 1997 State of Nevada Legislative session. During this
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session, legislation was introduced to institute a Ground Water Management Authority
to manage ground water resources in the Las Vegas Valley ground water basin.
Similar legislation had been introduced, and had failed in past sessions, however, the
need for ground water management was ever increasing.
With this in mind, the Southern Nevada Water Authority decided to bring the
ground water stakeholders together to determine and discuss the need for some sort of
ground water management program. They convened a 21-member Ground Water
Management Committee, composed of individual well owners, quasi-municipal well
owners, military representatives, business persons, and general citizens who also
represented geographic diversity as well (SNWA 1997) This committee held 13
meetings in nine months, and grappled with issues such as well-head protection, the
lack of a comprehensive well inventory, water quantity challenges, ground water
recharge, and water quality.
In the end, the committee collectively came to consensus on the proposed
method of ground water management, and drafted legislation which was sponsored by
Senator Jon Porter in the 1997 Session (Porter, 1997). Unlike the previous attempts
at proposing ground water management legislation, this legislation succeeded because
the legislators could vote with the confidence that the affected stakeholders were
involved in drafting the legislation that was before them. And as a result, the
legislation passed.
Facilities Siting and Construction Factors
Another area in which public participation is essential is in the site selection
and construction of water and wastewater treatment facilities. Locating, constructing
and maintaining facilities is a very real and tangible component of the water industry
that can be seen, heard, touched, and yes, even smelled. As such, the siting and
construction of these facilities, tends to attract a great deal of attention from the public
who will be seeing, hearing, touching, smelling and paying for these facilities.
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In keeping with a "good neighbor" philosophy, it is prudent, pragmatic and
polite for utilities to provide an opportunity for their neighbors to become involved in
the planning and development of facility projects from their inception. It is much
easier to solicit and incorporate public input as the plans are evolving, than it is to go
back to the drawing board, losing time and wasting money in having to redesign or
retrofit the project. In addition, by soliciting and incorporating feedback from the
neighbors, the project team shares ownership with them and they are more likely to
gain public support for project completion. The key to this success is early and
frequent communication with the neighborhood, and flexibility in planning efforts.
This notion of flexibility was exemplified by the City of San Diego Clean Water
Program (now Metropolitan Wastewater Department). Working under a court
ordered Consent Decree to reduce the quantity of treated wastewater discharge into
the ocean, the City was mandated to develop a number of water reclamation facilities
to reuse the treated wastewater for irrigation purposes. Thus, they were mandated to
decrease the total quantity of treated wastewater that was discharged into the ocean
each year (Westmann, & Kadlec, 1992). The challenge: finding acceptable sites for the
wastewater treatment and recycling facilities.
In late 1980s the City embarked upon a public participation program that is still
thriving today. This program included a comprehensive approach to involving the
community in the site selection process for a number of recycling facilities. One of
these facilities was proposed to be located in the University Town Center (UTC) area
of San Diego. With a mix of business and residential, the UTC had a very active town
advisory board, which played a crucial role in the site selection process for this facility.
After years of interaction with the community, the community members proposed
moving the facility to a site other than the one that was the preferred site of the project
team. Upon careful consideration of the new site, the project team determined that
this new site would meet the needs of the project. They exhibited flexibility, sincerity
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and responsiveness to the public and were able to gain public support for the project.
And in September 1997, the City celebrated its grand opening celebration for North
City Water Reclamation Facility which was built on the community's preferred
location.
Operations and Maintenance Factors
The impact that operations and maintenance has on the public is often taken for
granted. The on-going upkeep of a facility has a direct impact upon adjacent
neighbors. If a utility proactively and continually involves the public when possible in
the decision-making processes for O&M issues, they will be more likely to garner
public support in the event of an upset or accident.
This became crystal clear for the City of San Diego when, 4 years into their
public participation efforts in the development of the recycling program, they
experienced a major failure of their existing treated wastewater discharge outfall. The
2-mile long outfall pipeline which lined the bottom of the ocean off the coast of Point
Loma in San Diego conveyed treated wastewater from the plant and dispersed it well
off shore into deep ocean waters. However, when the accident occurred, the pipeline
essentially lifted and then broke into segments that were strewn on the ocean floor
(Westmann, et al. 1992) As a result, the point of discharge was at the break in the
pipeline, less than 3,500 feet offshore. This caused the closure of near-by beaches,
and called for roughly a $2 million emergency repair project to restore the pipeline.
Because the City Clean Water Program staff had worked so closely with the
community through their public participation efforts, they had earned the trust of the
community. This enhanced credibility was essential in securing the community's
confidence in their ability to quickly and safely repair the outfall. While there were
some who criticized the agency's operation and maintenance procedures, there were
others who were quick to come to the agency's defense as a direct result of the
positive rapport they had built with the community through public participation.
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Supply and Demand Management Factors
Managing water demand and supply availability is a delicate and critical
balancing act that all water utilities face. The challenges of demand management
include the precarious task of predicting the future, accurately assessing peoples' water
use habits, and estimating the potential for curbing the demands through conservation
efforts. Water supply managers must monitor and protect the existing water quality
and quantity, as well as negotiate and secure potential future water supplies. Whether
they are evaluated together or separately, both supply and demand management are
complex issues that greatly impact the health and well-being of every community.
However, they are so incredibly interdependent, it is prudent to look at water supply
and demand management as one complex system. And because public thirst for water
drives demand and supply challenges, it is essential to involve the public in this
decision-making process
The Southern Nevada Water Authority (SNWA) engaged in an planning effort
to balance supply and demand management when they undertook an Integrated
Resource Planning (IRP) process. Furthermore, the SNWA made the commitment to
involve the public in each step of the IRP planning process. This public participation
process took the form of a citizens committee that came to be know as the Integrated
Resource Planning Advisory Committee (IRP AC) (SNWA, 1995, June). IRP AC
consisted of a 21-member, Board-appointed committee, later expanded to 24
members, made up of citizens representing a diverse base of community interests such
as business, gaming, environmentalist, medical, taxpayers association, clergy, etc.
First, the Committee went through what we called "Water 101," a crash course
on water facts. Then, over a two-year period, the group heard presentations and
conducted discussions among themselves regarding all aspects of water supply and
demand management. They also discussed the ramifications of various supply and
demand management decisions. In one instance, the group set a conservation goal of
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achieving 25 percent conservation throughout the community by the year 2025
(IRPAC Phase I Draft Report, 1995). The theory was that if conservation increased,
demand would then decrease, thus reducing the infrastructure requirements to meet
these lower demands. As a result, this IRPAC conservation decision had a direct
impact on the size and construction schedule of the treatment facility. This decision to
reduce demand through conservation also reduced the need to acquire new water
resources.
All of the decisions which came from the IRPAC process are decisions that the
utility managers could have made in a vacuum. However, would these decisions have
survived the public scrutiny when they were announced (Marrazzo, 1990, p. 309)?
With the help of the IRPAC committee, the SNWA was able to test the public
acceptability of each planning issues the Committee discussed.
CHAPTER 4
CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK
How to do Public Participation: Conceptual Framework Introduction
When I first began working in the public relations department of the City of
San Diego Metropolitan Wastewater Department, I could not imagine what type of
"PR" a wastewater department would need. I had come from a traditional public
relations background, without any knowledge of public participation. As such, I had
to learn community relations and public participation as "on-the-job-training." It
wasn't until I attended a public participation conference sponsored by the American
Water Works Association that I was able to verify that I was on the right track, and
that there was a public participation industry beyond my immediate experience.
Because of the lack of formal training, and the lack of readily accessible public
participation literature, I was forced to design my PR programs by trial and error.
After completing a public participation program for the Southern Nevada
Water Authority (SNWA), I was asked to present a professional paper at an AWWA
engineering and construction conference to discuss how I involved the public in the
site-selection process for a large water treatment facility project. In preparing for this
presentation, I reflected back over the three-year program to identify the guiding
principles that I employed. I wanted to define universal principles, and steps useful for
the audience that could be employed on any project. The steps that I identified are
Investigation, Education, Incorporation and Evaluation. While I did not consciously
follow these steps, my retrospective evaluation clearly revealed these undeniable
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components. And in reviewing other past and current programs, I have found that
these are the key elements involved in any successful public participation program.
While the sequence and intensity of each step may vary from program to program,
they each play an important role in involving the public in the decision-making process.
I.E.I.E.: Conceptual Framework Overview
So, how does the I.E. I.E. framework actually work? In the early stages of a
public participation program, the water utility must Investigate the public's existing
attitudes and awareness levels. Next, the utility must provide additional education,
and ask for feedback from the community on the pending issue. This two-way
dialogue involves the Education and Incorporation stages of the framework and is the
heart of the participation process. And finally, the utility should Evaluate the
effectiveness of the public participation program, to ensure that the program is
consistent with the goals and objectives of the utility. If each stage of the I.E.I.E.
framework is included in the public participation program, and then repeated
throughout the course of the project, there is a better chance for sincere public
participation, and shared ownership and support for the project.
In reviewing the public participation literature, I discovered many articles that
focused upon individual techniques or strategies for involving the public in the
decision-making process. However, I found very few articles which outlined
comprehensive conceptual frameworks providing a sort of "recipe" of how to conduct
a program from start to finish. Interestingly enough, the conceptual frameworks that I
was able to locate embodied many of the same guiding principles of the I.E.I.E.
framework. In the following section, I have outlined three conceptual frameworks for
public participation programs. In each case, I have listed in bold italics when a step
matches one of the phases of the I.E.I.E. framework. And while none of the
frameworks completely matches the titles or sequence of the I.E.I.E. framework,
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together these three incorporate each step in the process to reinforce the importance
for the various steps.
The first framework is presented by Hoenig (1967) in which she outlines a
frameworks called "Public Involvement and Education (PI E)," when she utilized for
involving the public in a water resource program in Olympia, WA. The goals of this
program were (p. 273):
• Building a knowledgeable constituency, [investigate, educate]
• Building knowledge, skills awareness and community stewardship
ethic, [educate]
• Making information accessible to all people, [educate]
• Consistent and sustained opportunities for involvement and education,
[incorporate, educate]
• Establishing a regional framework for long-range planning and funding
of public involvement and education programs, [incorporate, educate]
• Taking action. [--]
• Coordination and evaluation, [evaluate]
• Promoting and helping define community sustainability. [--]
Another framework which is craftfully delineated by Culik, (1993), involves a
number of steps in a process called "The Issue-to-Public Policy Evaluation Model" (p.
332). The primary components of this model are:
1. CONCERN: Describe the situation. Try to identify the causes. Look
beyond symptoms. Separate facts and myths and clarify values,
[investigate]
2. INVOLVEMENT: Consider implications for different groups. Identify
decision makers and others affected. Stimulate involvement and
communication among supporters, opponents and decision makers,
[investigate, incorporate]
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3. ISSUE: What's'the problem? Clarify goals and interests. Understand
goals or interests of others and points of disagreement. Get the issues
on everyone's agenda, [investigate]
4. ALTERNATIVES: Identify alternatives reflecting all sides of the issue
including "doing nothing." Be creative; list every idea! [investigate,
educate, incorporate]
5. CONSEQUENCES: Predict and analyze consequences for each
alternative, including impacts on values as well as objective conditions.
Evaluate how consequences vary for different groups. Compare all
consequences for all alternatives, [investigate, evaluate]
6. CHOICE: What is the best possible resolution of the issue? Design
realistic strategies considering who influences decisions and where,
when and how the policy decision will be made, [evaluate]
7. IMPLEMENTATION: Inform people about the new policies and how
they and others are affected. Explain how and why they were enacted.
Help people understand how to ensure proper implementation. Go for
it. Just do it. Get it done, [educate]
8. EVALUATION: Monitor and evaluate policies to determine impact.
Did it make a difference? If NO, go back and do it again, [evaluate]
Another framework for involving the public in decision-making processes is
outlined by Pizor and Holler (1987). This framework, while situated in a different
order, comes the closes to the essence of the I.E.I.E. framework (p. 891):
Objectives Technique/Category Techniques
1. information unstructured 1. drop-in centers
exchange 2. neighborhood
[educate, incorporate] meetings
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2. education
[educate]
3. support building
[incorporate]
structured
4. decision-making active process
[incorporate, evaluate]
3. agency
information
meetings
4.public hearings
1.citizen advisory
committees
2. citizen review
boards
3. citizen task
forces
1. Nominal Group
Process
2. analysis of
judgment
3. value analysis
5. representational passive process 1. citizen survey
input 2. Delphi Process
[incorporate]
As you can see, the format and content of each conceptual framework is
slightly different. However, they each present a comprehensive process for informing
and involving the public in the decision-making process. And, each of these processes
would provide guidance for a public participation professional or utility in designing
and implementing a comprehensive public participation program from start to finish.
In addition, these frameworks help to corroborate and reinforce the necessity and
appropriateness of the steps of the I.E.I.E. framework.
In an effort to provide a more detailed explanation of the steps in the I.E.I.E.
framework, the next section is devoted to discussing the dynamics of each phase of the
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process. In addition to delineating some of the possible techniques and methods of
each phase, I hope to also demonstrate the relative ease with which this framework
can be employed.
Investigation
Definition and Description
The first stage in any comprehensive public participation program should be
investigation. The goal of the investigation stage is to avoid designing a program
based on blind assumption. In essence, the investigation stage involves conducting a
"who and what" analysis to determine the key players and key issues revolving around
the pending project. Without carefully and thoroughly investigating this essential
information, a public participation program is almost certainly bound for failure.
In the early stages of a project, the public information team should conduct a
series of analyses to gather information on the existing attitudes about the impending
project, and the sponsor agency. They should determine the prevailing education
level(s) about the subject, and the attitudes for and against the project and the agency.
This information helps the project team know what they are up against, and helps them
to structure the information and the involvement opportunities in accordance with the
reality of the public interest and desire to be involved in the process. The sooner the
investigation can begin, the better (Rothstein, et al., 1993, p. 43). This helps the
project team get off to a good start, avoiding unnecessary mistakes, or uncomfortable
and potentially damaging problems.
While the investigation stage focus on both the issue and audience
identification, it presents a bit of a "chicken and egg" situation. For instance, do the
players give birth to issues, or do issues bring the players to life? It is important to
know the players, in order to ask them their issues. Yet you need to know what the
issues are in order to find the people who care enough to have an opinion about them.
With this in mind, it is necessary to move forward toward investigating both areas
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simultaneously. And fortunately, as you begin conducting the audience identification,
you begin to build upon your understanding of the key issues almost automatically.
Audience Identification
As mentioned previously, investigating the issues and the players is a
simultaneous act. And just as there are various techniques for attempting to
understand the issues, there are definite strategies for how to identify the appropriate
audience as well.
To begin with, the public participation professional must understand there are
many types of audiences that must be incorporated into the public participation
process. The general public, special interest groups, politicians and the media are some
of the standard players in any given public participation program. Pizor describes the
".. . six distinguishable modes of participation: complete activist, campaigner, civic
leader, parochial, voting specialist, and inactive," (1987, p. 890). Galas, & Rios
(1981), identify the typical subgroups outlined in Diffusion Theory, and the order in
which they typically become involved in an issue. "This sequence starts with a small
number of'innovators,1 and continues with the 'early adopters,' the 'early majority,' the
middle majority,' and finally the 'laggards," (p. 1810). With this in mind, audience
identification should take into account the various characteristics and personalities of
the potential players that should be incorporated into the process.
Direct and indirect impact. As the project team begins conducting the
audience identification analysis, they must keep in mind a number of helpful steps. The
first step in identifying the target audience for a project is to evaluate who is or could
be directly or indirectly impacted by the project. For example, the neighborhood
directly adjacent to a potential facility site is going to be impacted in some way by the
facility's site selection process. And while someone across town may not be directly
physically impacted by the site selection process, they are indirectly impacted by the
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project because their water rates will help fund the project. As such they, too, should
be incorporated in the public participation process.
Special interest groups. The next step in the audience identification process is
to identify the various special interest groups that may be interested in the project. It
is important to proactively identify and incorporate them. For if they are not invited
into the process they may feel deliberately omitted, which can offend the group and
hurt the credibility of the project team. If the project team does not identify and
incorporate these groups early in the process, and be willing to make modifications
based on public input, they may raise difficult issues late in the planning process
causing delays, or costly retrofitting of plans. It saves time, money and energy to
involve special interest groups early in the process, and it helps to build valuable
personal rapport in the process.
Project opponents. Proactive incorporation is especially important when the
special interest group is in opposition to a project. "If there are groups who you think
will oppose your issue, work with them ahead of time. Special interest groups are just
that, they are not pre-disposed to see the broader issue," (Sterne, 1990, p. 316).
Whether it is a special interest group or an individual opponent, it is essential to
proactively invite project opponents to participate in the process. In addition to
enhancing the credibility of the process, it helps to streamline the process by getting
tough issues on the table for joint resolution earlier in the process, when it is easier to
deal with project alterations. Early involvement also provides a valuable opportunity
for information exchange to minimize misunderstandings or misrepresentation of the
facts. In essence, if the project team does not proactively invite their enemies to join
them at the table, their enemies could either force their way into the process, or fight
the battle in a different venue over which the project team has less control. And while
there is no guarantee that it is going to be a pleasant exchange 100 percent of the time,
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the chances of reaching compromise or consensus are much greater if the project
opponents are welcomed into the process.
Audience diversity. Another important consideration when assembling a target
audience for a given project is to ensure that the group represents a diverse set of
interest. This is especially the case when assembling citizens' advisory committees.
Diversity issues such as age, gender, race and socio-economic status are the obvious
examples of the various interests that must be accommodated. However, other issue
such as education level, residential location, civic affiliation, political affiliation, and
business interests are equally as important when ensuring a balance in assembling a
target audience or citizen committee. For if the audience is not balanced, the validity
of the process can be called into question because it may appear as though the
participants have been hand picked.
These steps are examples of the diligence required in carefully identifying the
key players in a particular public participation program. One of the common mistakes
that is made by many public professionals in audience identification is that they rest on
their laurels. In the early stages of the project, they may conduct incredibly thorough
audience analysis, define a specific target audience, and design a program to hit that
target. However, they forget to check the premises of their original objective, and
they forget that as a project evolves, so does the audience. New people can become
involved in the project, and established participants may lose interests. If these new
individuals are not welcomed, and incorporated into the process, major problems can
arise. Likewise if emerging issues and concerns are not addressed, it can undermine
the validity, sincerity and effectiveness of the program. Therefore, it is always
important to stop, look, and listen to assess and reassess the accuracy of your target
audience and key issues.
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Issue Identification
As the target audiences are revealed, the project team should also begin
conducting research to identify the key issues of interest or concern regarding the
proposed project; This issues research can also help to further define your target
audience.
Stakeholder analysis. One of the best way in which the issues identification
stage can help you to understand the issues as well as the players is through
conducting stakeholder interviews. Stakeholder interviews first require identifying an
initial core group of opinion leaders, who hold some sort of a "stake" or vested
interest in the issue at hand (Corder, et al., 1996).
Stakeholder interviews typically take place in a one-on-one, or very small
group setting, and typically are conducted "on their turf' at the stakeholders home or
office. This helps to foster their comfort level, and increases the potential of them
sharing more valuable information with the project team. An informal list of questions
should be developed prior to the interview. Some of the questions should be general,
big-picture questions to help set the context of the project, and to determine where
that person fits within that context. Other questions should be relatively specific,
striving to obtain detailed information on that persons perspective on the project, and
their key issues of interest or concern. In entering into a dialogue with these
individuals, it gives the project team an opportunity to begin establishing a rapport
with them that can and should be carefully and respectfully maintained throughout the
project. It also provides a sense of procedural satisfaction for the stakeholder, and
makes them feel valued as an opinion leader in the community (Shovlin, 1989, p. 251).
The information gleaned from the individual stakeholder interviews can be
extrapolated to estimate the sentiments of similar constituents. Stakeholders also
typically provide valuable recommendations of other specific stakeholders, or general
constituencies that should be included in the project team's target audience. The
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information that is gathered in these interviews also provides valuable feedback that
helps to guide the subsequent investigation steps, and the ultimate development of the
public participation program. In particular, stakeholder interviews can provide valuable
insight for the development of public opinion survey questions.
Public opinion surveys. Public opinion research is one of the most effective
and objective means of capturing public sentiments about a particular issue. The most
common form of public opinion research is the survey. Surveys can be conducted in
written or oral format, through the mail, in person or over the telephone. However,
the most common, convenient, and productive type of survey is the telephone survey.
It is best to conduct surveys in the very beginning of a project, ideally prior to
any public discussion of the project. This is the best way to obtain pure, uninfluenced
feedback. However, the survey should be conducted after the initial recognizance
information is collected through the stakeholder interviews, and after some of the
preliminary internal planning has begun so that more useful questions can be
developed. In addition to gathering valuable information to help guide the project,
conducting a survey in the early stages helps to establish a bench-mark of public
opinion. Subsequent survey results can then be measured against this bench-mark to
determine if public opinion changes as the project progresses. Such bench-marking
surveys are also an excellent tool for evaluating the effectiveness of the public
participation program.
One the fundamental principles of effective surveys is the importance of polling
a random sample of survey participants. By utilizing techniques such as random
dialing, the researcher can minimize any criticism that the results were skewed by
manipulation of the sampling. Likewise, it is important to include a sufficient number
of participants in the study, to ensure that you gather enough data to identify
perception trends.
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Other important considerations when assembling a public opinion survey are
length and tone of the survey instrument. When conducting a survey interview with an
individual, it is important to remember that they are volunteering their personal time to
answer questions for you. It is both respectful and pragmatic to avoid abusing this
opportunity by dragging the interview on too long. If an interview is too long, the
interviewer risks aggravating the interviewee, which could impact their answers; or the
interviewee may terminate the interview prematurely. This causes survey "mortality"
or cancellation of that interview, thus invalidating any previous answers that the
persons gave in the beginning of the survey.
Another crucial element of a successful public opinion survey is the tone in
which the questions are worded. The credibility of a survey results is directly related
to the validity of the questionnaire, and the tone with which they were drafted. Striving
for neutrality and balance are the primary objectives when drafting survey questions.
Ideally, the interviewees should not be able to detect whether the survey is being
conducted by a project proponent, opponent or disinterested party. However,
achieving that ideal tone is not an easy task to accomplish. At a minimum, questions
should not be worded in a coercive way as to lead the interviewee in a particular
direction. The survey writer should also guard against over-compensating in trying to
avoid constructing persuasive questions, such that they end up leading people in the
opposite direction ... in opposition of the project. One of the fundamental methods of
ensuring balance in tone is through carefully selecting the appropriate question
structure or format.
There are a number of question types which are typically included in public
opinion surveys. The most common questions asked in any given survey are
demographic questions. Demographic question include inquiring about the
interviewees: gender, income range; zip code, education level, primary language,
ethnicity, longevity in the area, renting or owning; age; etc. The following is a sample
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of a demographic question drafted by Hart, Anger, Holmberg, Diaz Ferrerro, Sosa &
Ximenes (1996) for the San Antonio Water System (p. 12):
Which of the following categories best describes your household income?
1. Less than $15,000
2. $15,000-$24,999
3. $25,000 - $49,999
4. $50,000 - $74,999
5. $75,000 - $99,99
6. $100,000 or more
Demographic information is utilized in the evaluation of the data that is
collected through the survey. Demographics can help to illustrate the nature of the
answers from particular segments of the community. For instance, if you were
interested in determining the possible acceptance of a water reclamation facility in a
particular neighborhood, it would be interesting to note the answers across the various
education levels. Water reclamation is a complicated subject, and as such could be
more accepted by people with higher education levels; and less trusted by those with
lower education levels. This information could then be used in determining the level of
the educational information required for a water reclamation outreach program.
Once the survey question extend beyond the demographic questions, the
structure of the questions becomes even more important. One of the question formats
commonly utilized is the Likert Scale (Brodens & Abbott, 1991, p. 188), which strives
to assess the values of the interviewee. For example, the San Antonio survey asked a
number of questions such as (Hart, et al. 1996, p. 4):
Many factors are weighed in water planning. I am going to read 10 aspects and
I would like you to tell me on a 1 to 5 scale with 5 being "Very important" and
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1 being "Very unimportant" how you feel each is. How important is
(READ AND ROTATE)?
Assuring a dependable water supply now
Promoting water conservation
Providing recycled water for non-drinking uses
Protecting the environment
Assuring sufficient water for the future
Providing inexpensive water
Meeting state and federal drinking water
standards
Keeping the quality of the water at the same high
level it is now
Involving the public in the planning process
Cooperation among local and regional water
agencies and officials
This type of question format allows the researcher to learn about the
interviewees' opinions of the individual subject, as well as interrelation to the other
subjects listed in the question. And in designing a public participation program, it
helps the program team to identify and prioritize issues of interest or concern to help
guide the focus of the program. It is also important to note that the instructions to the
interviewer were to rotate the list to help further randomize the responses.
Another way to determine people's relative opinions about a list of issues is to
read them a list of items and ask them to rank the list. This can also be done by asking
a specific open-ended question. For instance, the San Antonio survey was trying to
determining the most common methods of conservation people were currently
employing. However, they did not want to put words in people's mouths. So, they
asked the question in the following manner (Hart, et al., 1996, p. 7)
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Can you tell me what you are doing to conserve water?
(CIRCLE AS MANY AS APPLY) -- (DO NOT READ)
Watering lawn weekends only
Watering early or after dark
Drip hoses instead of sprinklers
Sweeping sidewalks instead of washing
Washing car less
Washing dishes and clothes with full load only
Turning off faucet while shaving/brushing teeth
Catching/reusing warm-up water for plants
Taking shorter showers
Flushing toilets less often
Installing water saving devices
Checking home for water leaks
Landscaped yard to use less water
Not watering yard at all
Other
Nothing
It is very easy to make "logical assumptions" about what people think or what
they are doing. However, building a public participation program on a foundation of
assumptions can be very costly in time and money. Through asking a question such as
this the researcher can test his or her assumptions, and ensure that their outreach
efforts are on target with the opinions of the audience.
The benefit in asking a question like the previous sample conservation question
is that it is open-ended, yet contains a manageable realm of possible answers. In this
case, it is relatively easy for a telephone interviewer to capture the answer to this
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question. However, it is not always so easy to ask open-ended questions in a
telephone survey. The primary drawbacks are that it is difficult for the interviewer to
record open-ended answers, and it can take too much time. With this in mind, many
researchers opt to eliminate or reduce the number of open-ended question that they
include in a survey.
While there are limitations to including open-ended question in a telephone
survey, there are some distinct benefits to including at least one or two questions of
this type. The primary benefit to open-ended questions is that you can obtain a
broader, and deeper view into the perspective of the interviewee. In addition, you can
give the interviewee an opportunity to provide you with useful supplementary
information not captured in one of the other question. The San Antonio survey did
just that, (Hart, et al. 1996, p. 11):
What is the one thing you would like to tell the San Antonio Water System?
(VOICE CAPTURE)
This question gave us the opportunity to gather information on the image of
the San Antonio Water System and to identify key issues. Notice that the question
asked for the "one thing" people wanted to share. This was a strategy to try to
manage the length and focus of the response. In addition, the interviewers utilized a
unique tool called voice capture. This tool produces an audio recording of the
response (a previous question asks the interviewee's permission). The value of voice
capture is that the utility can personally listen to the responses to gain a better
understanding of the tone or passion with which the interviewee responds.
There are many other types and formats of survey questions that can be utilized
in a telephone survey. Typically, researchers combine a variety of formats to break up
the monotony of the survey. What is important to remember is that there is a careful
thought process that goes into the compilation of a public opinion survey. And, this
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process must ensure that the questions are worded and structured in such a way as to
solicit information in a balanced manner. If a survey is written with this in mind it has
a much better opportunity for gaining more valuable and substantive information from
the survey participants.
Focus group interviews. In addition to public opinion surveys, another means
for gathering public opinion information is through conducting focus group interviews.
A focus group interview is conducted when a group of randomly selected individuals
convene for a brief meeting for the purpose of providing feedback on a particular
issue. During the hour or so that the focus group meets, the project staff or an
independent facilitator poses a series of questions to the group, and as the group
responds to the questions an interesting dialogue occurs between group members, and
with the facilitator that provides rich insight on the issue at hand. And while a survey
can collect more quantitative data, focus groups can help generate qualitative data that
provides an important depth of understanding of the motivation behind what the
participants may feel. However, both types of research are important in investigating
the issues and the players prior to conducting a public participation program.
The structure in which focus group meetings are conducted is unique.
Frequently, people are randomly contacted on the phone by the research company and
invited to participate in a focus group interview. The participants are often paid
approximately $50 for their time, and are given refreshments at the meeting. It is best
to keep the number of participants small, such as six to 12 people, to keep the group
to a manageable size. The focus group meeting is conducted by a neutral moderator,
who presents information and solicits feedback. The moderator is also responsible for
managing the flow of the meeting and ensuring that all participants get a chance to
participate.
The meeting is typically recorded on either audio or video tape, and many
research companies conduct focus group meetings in conference rooms equipped with
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two-way mirrors so that the client can observe the body language and listen to the
discussion live. Participants are made aware of this observation prior to the meeting.
Viewing the live interaction during a focus group meeting gives the client the
opportunity to receive the information directly from the participants, rather than
through the filter of the researchers. However, the researcher usually provides a
written report summarizing and evaluating the results of the meeting.
Whether it is through stakeholder analysis, public opinion surveys, focus group
meetings or some other forum of investigation, each study helps the project team to
identify and understand the reality of public opinion. However, equally as important as
understanding public opinion is understanding just who that "public" is.
Whether it is investigation of issues or players, it is crucial to take the time to
study the dynamics of what is important to people, and who cares about the issues at
hand. If enough time and energy is spent investigating these nuances in the early stages
of a project, the remaining steps of the framework will fall into place much more
easily. In addition, the information gathered within the investigation step provides a
firm foundation of knowledge and understanding upon which the interactive public
participation processes can be built.
Education and Incorporation
The key to a successful involvement program is designing a process that will
foster informed decision making. And just as the utility conducts analyses to test the
technical feasibility of a project, they should evaluate the public acceptability of the
project as well. Through the public participation process public input can be
incorporated into the decision-making process, to be weighed and balanced along with
technical, environmental, financial considerations to result in a fully-informed,
comprehensive decision. And through developing a legitimate process for educating
and incorporating the public, the public's input has a better chance of gaining the
respect and attention it deserves. Within the I.E.I.E. framework, the process for
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educating and incorporating the public is, perhaps, the most important phase of the
framework.
Definition and Description
Once the initial investigation stage is complete, the public participation
professional can begin designing a program to educate and incorporate the public. It is
in this stage that two-way communication is the pivotal ingredient for program
success. While there are two distinct steps to this phase of the I.E.I.E. framework
(education and incorporation), they are inextricably intertwined to create a true sense
of involvement both on the part of the utility and the public.
In a well designed program, education is the first step of this phase. The
education step essentially has two primary components: information, and education.
The information component involves developing and distributing informational
materials about the project. The purpose of these materials is to disseminate facts
about the scope and schedule of the project, and to make sure that people are aware of
the project. The initial dissemination of information should also invite the public to
participate in the project. As people begin to respond to the informational materials,
they begin to enter into a two-way dialogue with the project team. This two-way
dialogue can also begin at the initiation of the project team. It is at these point that the
project team has the opportunity and the obligation to educate the public about the
process. The main focus of the education phase is to ensure that the audience has
sufficient information and a clear understanding of that information to make fully-
informed decisions about the project.
As the public begins to enter into a dialogue with the project team, the project
team is better able to create vehicles for incorporating the public into the public
participation program. Like the education stage, the incorporation stage has two
primary components: physical incorporation, and substantive incorporation. Physical
incorporation involves creating a physical vehicle for inviting the public to participate
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in the decision-making process. This would involve coordinating various venues for
interaction with the public such as public hearings, public meetings, and public
information fairs, etc. Substantive incorporation involves creating a means with in the
physical venue for soliciting and capturing input from the public regarding the project.
Together, these two incorporation components help to provide the utility with
information regarding the public acceptability of the project. This input could be
gathered as testimony at a public meeting, written comments or direct dialogue with
the public. Input also could be gleaned through involving the public in sensitivity
analyses to evaluate project alternatives through complex weighing and ranking
exercises. However, regardless of the exact physical and substantive means of
incorporating the public, the program must create a venue for interaction, and a
vehicle for conveying feedback from the public to the project team.
One example of how the education and incorporation phase of the I.E.I.E.
framework blends together is a public information meeting that I planned for the
Southern Nevada Water Authority Treatment and Transmission Facility project. We
had already conducted two years of various public participation activities, however,
we wanted to give the public one last chance to provide input before we went to the
City of Henderson to ask for final approval of the facility site selection. We also
wanted to increase the neighbors' comfort level that we were committed to keeping
them involved throughout the development of the project. With this in mind, we
conducted a "Three I" meeting: Information, Input, and Involvement. At this meeting
we first provided an overview presentation to explain the project and provide the latest
information on project development. Next, we gave the public an opportunity to ask
questions and voice their concerns and comments, which we recorded on flip charts.
And finally, we gave them a chance to sign up to participate on the River Mountains
Water Treatment Facility Citizens' Design Review Workgroup. People who signed up
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to participate would be involved in an ongoing committee to provide feedback on
project development and construction issues.
Approximately 75 people attended the meeting, and about 25 people signed up
to participate in the Citizens' Design Review Workgroup. Over the next two years the
Workgroup met regularly and provided input on architectural design, noise, lighting,
chemical transportation, traffic patterns, landscaping and other project design
elements. And all those who attended the original Three I meeting felt the procedural
satisfaction that they were invited to participate in the process.
This Three I meeting, and the subsequent Citizens' Design Review Workgroup
committee are just one example of a venue and vehicle for educating and incorporating
the public in the development of a project. The key to the education and incorporation
phase of the I.E.I.E. framework is bringing people together to engage in two-way
dialogue. And while there are a number of other formats for fostering two-way
dialogue, the following is a partial list of the more common meeting forums for
interacting with the public and encouraging public participation.
Meeting Forums
One of the best ways in which to engage in an interactive dialogue with the
public is through a meeting. Meetings provide a vehicle for sharing information, and
with the proper turn-taking, all attendees have a chance to participate in that exchange.
As such, meetings truly embody the spirit of the educate and incorporate phases of the
framework.
There are a wide variety of meeting structures and formats in which people can
gather to share information. Some meetings are formal, some informal. Some
meetings are large, some small. When deciding the proper format for a meeting, the
public participation professional should first determine the objective of the meeting. In
the following discussion, I will outline six distinct meeting structures. As you will see,
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each has its own objective, and each has its own dynamic means of presenting
information and soliciting feedback from the audience.
Public hearings. Public hearings and public meetings are by far the most
common forums for interacting with the public. They both involve a formal regiment
and structure. The room layout typically involves a sign-in table at the entrance to the
room, an audience filled with rows of chairs which face a dais or platform with a head
table and chairs facing back to the audience. The layout should also include
refreshments as welcoming gesture and token of appreciation to those who attend the
hearing.
The purpose of a public "hearing" is for an agency to meet a legal requirement
of receiving oral comment from the public. The hearings frequently do not require a
formal project presentation, but wise program managers will include at least a brief
project overview to soften the coldness of the hearing. In some public hearings, the
hearing officer or moderator will simply state the purpose of the hearing and open the
hearing up for comment. In these cases, the officer is not required to engage in
discussion and try to answer questions on the spot. This regimen helps the hearing
officer to avoid being perceived as a project proponent or opponent, and prevents
"off-the-cuff1 misinformation, or personal opinions to be reviled.
However, this regimented coolness often creates a feeling of resentment in the
eyes of the public, and increases the potential that the attendees will leave the meeting
more frustrated, and more negative than when they walked in the meeting. People
have procedural expectations of how a meeting should be conducted. And even
though the purpose of the meeting was to "accept public comment," not "engage in
dialogue," people feel cheated if they do not have the opportunity to have the proper
level of attention devoted to their concerns.
Public meetings Public meetings, on the other hand, are much more user-
friendly than public hearings. While they are typically situated in the same formal
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setup with an audience and dais, the flow of the meeting is usually much more
interactive. Typically, the moderator will provide some sort of overview presentation
to set the stage for the discussion. Then they will provide for a time for public
comment. During this public comment period, the public may either make comments,
or ask questions. In either case, the moderator should be able and willing to engage in
discussion, or provide some sort of a response to the statement. If the moderator does
not know the answer, it is particularly critical for them to not feel compelled to "wing-
it" and take a guess at the answer. Instead, they must be willing to admit that they do
not have an answer and offer to follow up with the person. This is fundamental to the
credibility of the project team.
With this type of interactive dialogue, the public is more likely to leave the
meeting feeling like their voice was "heard" and understood, not just "noted." By
engaging in a dialogue, the moderator can be more active listeners which will enhance
the procedural satisfaction of meeting participants, and increase the sincerity of the
public participation process. This dialogue also builds a more "trusting climate"
(Bormann, 1990, p. 23) and shows the public that the utility not only has to ask their
opinions, they want to know their opinions.
In both public hearings and public meetings, the method for collecting public
input are similar. Typically, there is a comment period during the meeting, in which
people are encouraged to step up to the microphone to speak their minds. The
meetings are typically audio or video taped, and later transcribed to document the
public comments for the record. People may also submit written comments letters in
lieu of oral testimony.
Another creative vehicles for accepting comment is to provide comments
cards, a self-addressed, postage-paid, post card for people to submit written comments
at the meeting or mail them in at a later date. Comment cards are particularly effective
because they give people a second chance to submit comments or questions after the
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fact. This provides a carry-over piece of procedural satisfaction by giving the
participant a vehicle for venting even after the meeting is over. It also reinforces the
sincerity of the project team's desire to solicit input.
Community presentations. Throughout the course of a public participation
program, the project team typically provides project update presentations for
established organizations within the community. These organizations include
homeowners associations, Kiwanis clubs, business groups, etc. These meetings usually
take place in the evenings or during luncheons. And whether the presentation is at the
invitation of the organization or the request of the project team, community
presentations are a valuable venue for achieving the objective of disseminating
information and collecting feedback.
There are a number of benefits in seeking out these meeting opportunities.
First, because it is a standing group, with regular meetings, the project team does not
have to expend the effort in convening and noticing the meeting. In addition, because
they meet regularly, the project team can make a series of presentations, and with each
subsequent presentation they can build on the previous presentations. This is beneficial
both for the project team and the audience because it provides more information to the
group, and gives them multiple opportunities for providing their feedback as the
project evolves. However, perhaps the greatest benefit in multiple visits to established
groups, is the opportunity to build an on-going rapport with the group, allowing them
to get the know the project team as humans, not just project managers.
The feedback loop in these community presentation meetings is typically in the
form of questions and answers at the end of the presentation. The interaction is less
formal than public hearings or meetings, however, it provides the project team with
periodical feedback throughout the course of the project. This helps to provide a
"reality check" along the way, instead of waiting for milestones or until the end of a
project. In particular, if the project team is at a critical decision-making point on an
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issue such as landscaping, or architectural design, etc., these meetings offer a perfect
venue for presenting a menu of options and incorporating the neighbors input into the
decision-making process.
These meetings provide a high level of procedural satisfaction by giving the
public an added and substantive venue for providing feedback. The project team also
tends to earn "good-guy" points for taking the extra effort to continue to keep the
community informed, and to solicit feedback from them throughout the course of the
project.
Providing presentations to established groups such as community homeowners
associations is an effective means of communicating with a neighborhood. However,
there are two primary limitations to that venue: 1) not all neighborhoods have an
organized homeowners association; and 2) not all neighbors attend or play and active
role even if there is an established homeowners association. (Another potential draw-
back is the ever-possible instance of inter-fighting or neighborhood politics, which
could get in the way of reaching the audience.) In any case, the project team should
not rely solely upon established groups for sending and receiving information.
Likewise, they should not wait for the mandated scheduling of public hearings and
meetings for exchanging information with the public. If they wait until major
milestones of a project to interact with the public, many of the key decisions are
already made. This puts the project team into a Decide, Announce, Defend (DAD)
(Corder, et al., 1995) mode.
Public information fair. So, how can a project team fill in the gap between
community presentations and public hearings or meetings'7 One way in which to fill
this gap is by conducting a public information fair. The objective and structure of the
public information fair is quit different from that of any other type of meeting with the
public. The objective of a public information fair is to create an open-house-like
setting for informal interaction between the project team and the public.
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The format of a public information fair is critical to the function of the meeting.
Typically, individual "booths" or information stations are situated around a large room,
and are staffed with the appropriate project team members. Guests are encouraged to
tour around and visit each booth to learn about the various project elements and
provide feedback to the project team as they go. This room layout, deliberately
removes the rhetorical "soap-box" forum for receiving public comment. In a sense it
reduces the filter of peer pressure, and provides an opportunity for people to formulate
their own opinions about a project. The fair set-up also provides an opportunity for
individuals to ask "dumb" questions in a one-on-one forum, rather than in front of a
group. It also allows the individuals to go into greater detail in their discussion with
the project team member at the booth, instead of "hogging" time at a formal meeting.
While the public information fair is one of the more enjoyable and more
productive forms of exchanging information with the public, its lack of structure
makes it difficult to formally capture and record comments. This is typically handled
by providing comment cards at every booth, and having each project team member
encourage people to fill them out. And while it might be difficult to record the
anecdotal comments that people make as they meander through the maze of booths, a
valuable communicative act occurs between the public and the project team. Through
the informal conversations, both sides become more "human" to each other. And as
they get to know one another it builds understanding and trust. Essentially, this
setting knocks down the bureaucratic walls, and provides an essential human
interaction that enhance the communication throughout the course of the project.
Small-group meetings. Another forum which helps to reveal the human side of
project participants is the small-group meeting. Small group meetings can range
anywhere from a "coffee-clutch" meeting of a group of neighbors in someone's home,
to a one-on-one meeting with an individual. The purpose of this type of meeting is
different from the other formats of meetings previously discussed. A small group
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meeting is typically the proper meeting forum for discussing specific issues of concern
for a targeted group of directly impacted stakeholders. In assembling these
stakeholders in small groups, the project team creates a vehicle for open
communication about these people's specific issue of concern. Conducting these
special meetings with individuals heightens the importance of the issue and provides
one of the highest levels of procedural satisfaction. However, it is crucial for the
project team to realize and respect the sacredness of this type of interaction. The
communication must be honest and direct, and follow up on unfinished business is
critical to the development and maintenance of agency credibility.
The feedback loop in small group meetings is through direct communication.
The intimate nature of these meetings provides a sense of security and makes the
participants feel more comfortable and less intimidated in sharing their thoughts. In
addition, many times these meetings happen on the public's "turf," in the home or
audience of the individual. This adds tremendously to the individuals comfort level.
Another interesting phenomena that occurs is that both the utility representative and
the participants "cut each other more slack" and strive to be more polite and gracious
to each other. This can create a more pleasant environment for sincere and positive
communication, and adds to the warmth of the rapport.
Citizens advisory committee meetings. Of all the potential meeting forums for
educating and incorporating the public in the decision-making process, citizen advisory
committees (CAC) are perhaps the most sophisticated type of interaction. The
structure, makeup, and processes of CACs are very dynamic. The structure of a CAC
involves assembling a group of citizens together in the form of an on-going committee
to provide general feedback, or a special task-force to tackle a specific issue. "Public
advisory groups can be either standing ... or they can be created for a specific project,"
(CH2M Hill, 1995, p. D-10). As such, the purpose of convening the group drives the
setting in which the group will meet. The purpose of the CAC also drives the makeup
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of that committee. "Public advisory groups ideally represent the geographical and
interest group distribution of the affected community," (CH2M Hill, 1995, P. D-10).
It is critical to assemble an inclusive and diverse group of individuals when convening
a CAC in order to establish and maintain credibility for the groups findings.
Once the CAC is assembled, and the structure is determined, the utility begins
educating the CAC on the issue at hand, and provides an opportunity for members to
ask questions and make comments. The room setup is very important in establishing
an environment which creates an even playing field for all participants, and provides an
open opportunity to welcome participation. Typically, tables are arranged in a horse-
shoe or round setting so that all members face one another.
As the discussion begins, the members are given many opportunities to provide
feedback in the form of questions and comments. This feedback is captured on flip
charts, tape recording, or meeting minutes. However, in addition to general informal
dialogue about the subject, CACs usually involve some sort of formal codification of
the feedback of the members. This commonly occurs at the end of a phase when the
committee has reached a decision point, and they are asked to provide formal feedback
or recommendations to the utility. There are a number of various strategies for the
facilitator of the CAC to solicit this formal input. Likewise, there are various
techniques for facilitating the group toward preserving minority opinions by voting on
a set of options, or striving toward group consensus. For instance, "The nominal
group technique is a systematic way to arrive at a consensus among members of a
group," (Schomaker& Lime, 1988, p. 593).
In either case, CACs provide an opportunity to delve deeper into issues and
solicit more substantive feedback from the public. While they require a much greater
investment of time and resources on the part of the utility, the results can be well
worth the effort.
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In each of the meeting types listed above, the purpose of the meeting helps to
drive the process for conducting that meeting. In any given public participation
program, there is typically a combination of these, and other meeting types used to
create a forum for interaction with the public. The secret to success is to provide
information for people to actively participate and create a sincere opportunity for them
to provide you with feedback. And as these interactive occasions occur, it is critical to
evaluate their effectiveness to make sure they are achieving the purpose for which they
were created.
Evaluation
Definition and Description
Whenever a process is developed and implemented, it is essential to evaluate
the effectiveness of the process periodically throughout the life of that process.
However, when people talk about evaluating a process, they are typically referring to
an activity which occurs at the end of a process to determine the overall successfulness
of the process. And while this is an essential means of memorializing and improving
upon the process for future projects, it leaves little, if any opportunity to positively
impact the specific activities it seeks to evaluate. With this in mind, it is important to
clearly define the objective of the evaluation to help determine the appropriate timing,
focus, and procedures for evaluating a project.
When to Evaluate
Post-event. There are three primary milestones throughout the life of a public
participation program which warrant evaluations. The first is post-event evaluations.
In any given public participation program, there are multiple "events" choreographed
for fostering interaction with the public. For instance, each of the meeting
opportunities listed above require some sort of post-meeting evaluation. After a
public meeting, the project team may want to assess their presentations, and
presentation materials to make sure they were effective at communicating the intended
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message. After a public information fair an evaluation may find that it is necessary to
increase staffing levels at future meetings to better service the attendees, or perhaps
the room was not big enough to accommodate the booths and all the visitors. Post-
event evaluations provide an opportunity to capture lessons learned to help perfect the
program for future events.
Project milestone. The next type of evaluation opportunities come at
designated project milestones. Every project has some sort of schedule which drives
the progression of the project. Within every program schedule, there are designated
milestones which serve as wonderful opportunities to stop and evaluate the
effectiveness of the program at that milestone. For instance, if you were conducting a
three-year water conservation promotional program, and you had conducted a public
opinion survey in the beginning of the program, it would be wise to conduct a follow
up survey mid-way through the program to determine if your efforts were meeting
your goals of encouraging people to participate in the conservation activities. Another
important mid-program evaluation is to reassess your target audience at various
milestones in the process. As I mentioned before, target audiences always change
throughout the course of a program, and it is the responsibility of the public
participation professional to keep up with those changing dynamics. Milestone
evaluations can also help to keep the program on course.
Project completion. And finally, evaluation at the completion of a project is
essential for continually perfecting one's skills as a public participation professional. In
particular, it is important to recall what the original program goals were when the
project began. Then, study the final outcome in relation to those goals to determine if,
indeed, the program lived up to the goals. Or perhaps, if the goals became obsolete,
you can assess how well you adapted and used the information to assign more
accurate goals for the next project.
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While the timing of these evaluations may differ, the overall purpose is the
same: to perfect the effectiveness of the public participation program. However, it is
critical to have a clear focus of what the evaluations are seeking to identify or better
understand.
What to Evaluate
Conducting evaluations for the sake of evaluation is an enormous waste of
time. However, if an evaluation is carefully designed to learn specific lessons from
one's experiences, they are well worth the time and effort to conduct. With this in
mind, it is critical for the project team to clearly identify exactly what they seek to
evaluate prior to designing the evaluation tool and conducting the study.
Procedural satisfaction. In any given public participation program, it is
important to ensure that the program participants are satisfied with the way in which
the program is being conducted. Whether for a member of the public or the project
manager, the public participation professional is responsible for designing a program to
meet the special needs of program participants. And while it is impossible to be all
things to all people, it is possible to devise a logical and fair process that shows respect
for all program participants. The participants may not achieve the outcome they set
out to achieve, such as stopping a project, however, as long as they feel that there was
an adequate process with sufficient procedures for sincerely soliciting and
incorporating or addressing feedback, they will be more likely to accept the program
outcomes.
This procedural satisfaction (Creighton, 1992) is an important component of
program success, and it is an critical item to monitor and test throughout the course of
the program. However, because it is incredibly subjective, it is difficult to accurately
assess participants' procedural satisfaction. One of the best ways to test the
procedural satisfaction of participants is to develop a questionnaire that focuses upon
their personal experience, and how they felt they were treated throughout the process.
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For instance a questionnaire for public participants may ask questions such as, do they
feel that their needs were addressed and that they were respected in the process. It is
also important to assess the level of satisfaction of the utility staff by determining if
they feel that the program was a success, or if they are satisfied with their interaction
with the public.
In addition to focusing upon the personal satisfaction of participants, it is
helpful to ask questions that test the effectiveness of the specific program procedures.
For instance, evaluating how well the structure of a public meeting sincerely
encouraged public input and if participants feel they had an adequate and sincere
opportunity to provide feedback, etc. Such questions would analyze if the processes
were inclusive, or if they were exclusive, alienating or intimidating participants. For if
the program is well designed to incorporate and respect its participants, then the
participants are more likely to feel a higher sense of satisfaction in the process. As
such, a process evaluation should strive to address how well the procedures of the
process fostered sincere public participation.
These are just a sampling of the questions that a project team could ask
participants to determine the effectiveness of the personal and procedural aspects of a
program. And whether the evaluation is conducted post-event, at major milestones, or
at the completion of a project, the information gathered about procedural satisfaction
of program participants can help perfect the present programs, as well as increase the
effectiveness of future programs.
Communicative effectiveness. Another important thing to analyze is the quality
of the communications throughout the program. One of the easiest ways to evaluate
the effectiveness of communications is to study the successfulness of the presentations
and informational materials which the project team imparts to the participants. The
following questions could help determine the communicative effectiveness of a
program: Are the presentations and materials too technical? Is the speaker
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inexperienced, nervous or confrontational? Can the project team "think on their feet"
at public meetings, or do they freeze? Are they willing to be flexible when the public
suggests changes to the process? Is the project team truly committed to maintaining
an open dialogue with the public?
Each of these things can build walls between the project team and the
participants and inhibit an open flow of communication. And if the flow of
communication is blocked, the chances for the project to succeed are greatly
diminished. But, what is project success and how can it be measured?
Project success. The question of the "successfulness" of a project is frequently
equated to the outcome of the process. And in some cases, such as regulatory
mandates for conducting public meetings, it is relatively easy to quantify success.
However, the difficulty with evaluating the qualitative success of a program, is that
success is a subjective thing (Lawson, & Schwartz, 1997). A project could be
perceived as a big success in the eyes of the utility, and may be a dismal failure in the
eyes of an environmental group. In other situations, the outcome of a program may
result in a complete overhaul of the original design. And while this project might not
meet the original plan, it still meets the overriding project objective. Would this project
be considered a success or failure?
While success may be in the "eye of the beholder" there are some objective
measure which can be developed to evaluate the effectiveness of general project
components. And by asking the age-old question, "In hind-sight, would I have done
anything different?" you can continue to prefect the processes you employ in the
future.
How to Evaluate
In the field of public participation, formal program evaluation occurs far too
infrequently. As such, the tools and techniques for evaluating public participation
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programs are sorely deficient. Whether it is because of lack of time, or lack of
inclination, it is a shame that it does not occur more often.
There are a variety of evaluation techniques that could be implemented to
assess the effectiveness of a public participation program. Some are more formal than
others, but each can provide an important evaluation for self improvement, as well as
industry enhancement.
Check lists. Perhaps the easiest of these evaluation techniques is the
establishment of a program checklist at the beginning of a program. This is an
extremely effective format to use for monitoring the success of specific events or
activities. At the end of an activity, the public participation professional simply
compares the results against the check list to determine if the project lived up to the
intended plan. Another form of check list would be to clearly identify the program
milestones, and define measurable goals that should be accomplished at particular
points in the program. Such a list can help the public participation professional
determine if they are on schedule, and if they are heading in the right direction. It also
helps to illuminate any potential deficiencies in the process which need to be adjusted.
These sort of lists can also be utilized at the end of the program to evaluate the
process as a whole.
Observation. Another effective means of monitoring the progressive success
of a program is through direct or indirect observation (Bordens, et al., 1991, p. 149).
This observation can be done in a number of ways. First, the public participation
professional can step back from the process and conduct a self-analysis of the
effectiveness of the program. This should, and does go on at every step of the
process, to continually adjust the program direction to say on course.
Another way in which an observation analysis can be conducted is to interview
the participants of the project. This provides valuable feedback on the procedural
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satisfaction of the participants from their prospective. And by asking participants
directly, it removes the filter of assumed satisfaction and replaces it with real feelings.
Finally, conducting third-party observation is another means of assessing the
effectiveness of a public participation program. And while direct professional, or
participant observation provides rich feedback, the information gathered is often very
subjective and skewed toward their personal biases. Third-party observation, on the
other hand, can provide a much more unbiased means of assessing the situation.
Third-party observation is conducted by inviting an outside, non-impacted individual
to observe an event or process and evaluate the outcome in an objective manner.
Third-party observation and evaluation can also occur indirectly by studying records,
and interviewing participants after the fact. In either case, third-party observation and
evaluation provides a very valuable peer review or "reality check" for the public
participation professional to help them perfect their process.
Survey. Both the check-list and observation forms of evaluation are relatively
informal. And in the case of observation, the information collected is highly subjective
in nature. This subjective data is very helpful in adjusting the program as it evolves.
However, it is difficult to extrapolate and apply subjective data from one program to
another. Surveys, on the other hand, take a more objective look at the effectiveness of
a program upon its completion. As such, developing a survey to objectively evaluate
the "success" of a program is an effective tool to better understand how well that
program worked and apply that knowledge to better design future programs.
Program evaluation surveys could be conducted in a number of different ways.
First, a questionnaire could be developed for the participants to complete to gather
data from their perspective. Likewise, the same questionnaire could be given to the
project team to gather their input. However, it may be necessary to develop two
different questionnaires to address the specific needs of each group. The key to the
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success of any survey is to clearly define the objective and carefully craft the questions
to address and reveal pertinent information.
Together, checklists, observation and surveys can help to reveal the personal
and procedural satisfaction of all participants. They can also test the communicative
competence of the presentations, materials and general interaction throughout the
program.
In a recent annual conference of the International Association of Public
Participation (IAP2), this whole notion of program evaluation was discussed. The
discussion moderators (Lawson & Schwartz, 1997), were seeking to facilitate a
discussion among public participation professionals to propitiate and perfect the
evaluation process for public participation programs. And while this discussion
revealed that informal evaluations are more prevalent than formal evaluation surveys,
most participants agreed that evaluation of some sort plays an important role in the
success of individual programs, as well as the public participation industry as a whole.
Whether it is conducted post-event or post-program, if it studies procedural
satisfaction or project success, and if it is done by means of a checklist or formal
survey, evaluation can reveal important lessons which can help perfect the process.
And whether it is done to test the completeness of the investigation stage, the
correctness of the education phase, or the comprehensives of the incorporation phase,
evaluation is the regulating force which keeps the I.E.I.E. framework on track.
The following is a case study of the project for which I developed the I.E.I.E.
conceptual framework. This case study is intended to provide a real-world example of
how the dynamic components of this framework come together into a successful
public participation program.
CHAPTERS
CASE STUDY
The Southern Nevada Water Authority (SNWA) was created in 1991 in an
effort to ensure a coordinated and cooperative approach to meeting the water needs of
Southern Nevada. This new regional entity includes the seven water and wastewater
agencies in Southern Nevada, including: the Cities of Boulder City, Henderson, Las
Vegas, and North Las Vegas; the Big Bend Water District; the Clark County
Sanitation District, and the Las Vegas Valley Water District. The primary objective of
the SNWA is to carefully manage the region's water resources, conservation programs
and water supply facilities.
In addition to developing and implementing aggressive resource and
conservation programs, the SNWA also has embarked upon a comprehensive
evaluation process to analyze the adequacy of the capacity and reliability of the
region's water infrastructure. As a result of this investigation, the SNWA determined
that there was a need to expand the back-bone water infrastructure system to provide
additional capacity and reliability to that system. As the planning efforts for this
expansion project unfolded, it became clear that there was a need for the development
of a second water treatment facility and associated transmission system to help
increase the capacity and enhance the reliability of the existing water infrastructure
system.
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Once the need for the proposed new water treatment facility became apparent,
the SNWA Department of Engineering began conducting technical and environmental
analysis to identify the potential configurations of this new treatment and transmission
facility project. The objective of the facilities project planning effort is: "To develop a
reliable and demand-responsive municipal water system that will supplement the
existing Southern Nevada Water System (SNWS) during periods of curtailed
production or system failure; and provide the State of Nevada full access to its
Colorado River water entitlement." (Southern Nevada Water Authority, 1995)
While the engineers and the scientists were busy collecting technical and
environmental data, the Public Information Officer (PIO) team began collecting data
on public opinion regarding the proposed project. This public data collection provided
a foundation for an on-going exchange of information with the public. This dialogue
was especially useful in the identification of the preferred site for a 600 million gallon a
day (mgd) water treatment facility. The following case study demonstrates how the
I.E.I.E. conceptual framework works in reality, and shows how investigating existing
attitudes, educating the public on project facts, incorporating public feedback and
evaluating effectiveness of public participation processes helped to result in a win-win
site selection process.
Investigation
In the initial stages of any public outreach program, it is crucial for the PIO
team to conduct bench-mark research to determine who the target audience is, and
what their existing attitudes are about the proposed project. This research helps the
PIO team to appropriately shape and convey project information to the correct
audiences, and determine the most effective vehicle for the audience to provide
feedback to the project team. These investigations also help to identify the key issues
or concerns of the community (Katz & Anger, 1995).
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Identify and Understand the Audience.
The primary steps in identifying and understanding the audience include
conducting informal interviews with community stakeholders, interacting with local
community groups, and coordinating one-one-one meetings with individual community
members, etc. The difficulty arises when determining who is considered to be a
"stakeholder," which community groups are or should be interested, and which
individual community members will be impacted, and in what ways (Public Affairs
Management Willdan Associates, 1993). After conducting some initial research, the
PIO team assembled a preliminary target audience list. As the interviews and
interaction got under way, this list was augmented and revised.
In addition to assisting in identifying the appropriate target audiences, a base-
line public opinion survey also helped to identify the existing attitudes of these
audiences. The research also revealed the potential friends and foes of the project, as
well as providing an opportunity for the PIO team to monitor the audiences' level of
support, opposition, or general interest in the project.
Example 1: Assumed Environmental Audience
Public opinion research helps to test assumptions. For instance, in the initial
assembly of the target audience list, the PIO team assumed that the local
environmental groups would be extremely interested, active and potentially in
opposition of the proposed project. However, as it turned out, there were not many
large environmental organizations mobilized in the area. There are, however, a
handful of well respected environmental "guardians" that represent the environmentally
active community. As a result of this understanding, the PIO team altered its strategy
from a mass-outreach to a one-on-one approach to convey project information and
receive feedback from these individuals.
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Identify Key Issues
An important component to understanding one's audience is understanding the
key issues of interest or concern, (American Water Works Association, 1995).
However, in order to receive feedback regarding the proposed project, the PIO team
had to first provide some general information to frame the purpose and scope of the
project. Once the stage was set, the PIO team had to probe, and listened carefully to
identify points of potential support of contention, or anything in between. In addition
to being a valuable opportunity to practice ones listening skills, it also was an
opportunity to exercise open-mindedness. As demonstrated in Example 1, it is easy to
enter into initial research with preconceived notions regarding the "salient issues."
And while some of the issues are incredibly predictable and obvious, there are a myriad
of unexpected issues that can arise that could be crucial to the success of the public
participation program.
Example 2: Calico Ridge Homeowners Association
As the PIO team began interacting with the local community groups, one of the
obvious target groups to approach was the Calico Ridge Homeowners Association, a
development located across the street from one of the three potential treatment plant
sites. As expected, this group was very interested in the project. What was not
expected, but was revealed throughout the course of investigation, was the fact that
the woman who lives in one of the closest homes to the site is allergic to chlorine; that
there is a history of dispute between certain members of this community and the
developer regarding disclosure of an existing water line under the property; and that
this site is also potentially impacted by a new power line corridor. It was also
interesting to learn that while the Calico Ridge Homeowners Association rejected the
site across the street from them, they did not oppose the project as a whole. Obtaining
a clear awareness and understand of these key issues was very helpful to the project
team.
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Education and Incorporation
While each stage of the I.E. I.E. conceptual framework has its own distinct
properties, they all overlap to some degree. However, no two elements are quite as
intertwined as the Education and Incorporation stages. As the PIO and project teams
began introducing the project and providing information to the public, the public began
asking questions and providing comments regarding the project... and the dialogue
began. This two-way communication helped to ensure that the public has an
opportunity to become informed about specific project issues that concern them, and
the project team is better able to incorporate public sentiments in the early stages of
the project (Imperial Irrigation District, 1994).
Informing and Involving the Public
In the beginning of any public participation program, the PIO team must determine if
the objective of the program is to provide project information only, or if they are able
to solicit public input regarding the project as well. There is an important distinction
between these two objectives, and the public participation strategy must clearly reflect
that fundamental objective (Bordens, et al., 1991). In the case of the SNWA project,
the PIO team was fortunate to be in a position to actively solicit input in addition to
providing information regarding the project. When the public outreach program
began, the PIO team was careful to clarify that all comments would be heard and
considered and would be incorporated to the degree possible. They also explained
that the public input would be factored together with the technical and environmental
input in the decision-making process, thus, achieving a balance of public acceptability,
technical feasibility and environmental sensitivity. The PIO and project teams were
also careful to conduct the proper follow through to demonstrate a sincerity and
commitment to the desire for public input.
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Example 3: Not In My Back Yard (NIMBY)
One of the best examples of the benefits of soliciting and incorporating public
input is the SNWA's interaction with the River Mountains Ranch Estates Homeowners
Association. When announcing to this community that two potential 400-acre sites for
an ultimately 600-million-gallon-a-day water treatment facility are located directly
adjacent to the development in which they lived, it was safe to assume that they would
not be pleased with the news. But was that a safe assumption to make after all? In
dealing with the River Mountains Ranch Estates Homeowners Association, our
assumptions were completely off the mark. As it turned out, the residents in this rural
development were in support of our project because it would preclude the
development of a golf course and additional homes and associated traffic. This
feedback provided valuable information to the project team and this finding had a
substantial impact on the selection of the preferred site. While the final preferred
alternative was the group's second choice of the two sites in their area, the group was
still supportive of the final recommendation.
Early and On-Going Communication
Once the fundamental question of project objective was determined, the PIO
and project teams began providing information to the community about the project.
The first six months were spent defining the universe of possible project configurations
and conducting public opinion research. After this baseline information was gathered,
the PIO and project teams began providing public presentations to announce the
project. While it was impossible to provide complete project information at such an
early stage in the project, opening up the dialogue early in the process proved to be a
beneficial strategy for gaining public support.
Example 4: Public Scoping Meetings
One of the first, and most important of these presentations was the
Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) Public Scoping Meetings. In preparation for
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this meeting, the PIO and project teams were concerned that with 72 potential project
configurations, they had an unmanageable number of options to present to the public.
They were reluctant because they were so early in their investigation, they did not have
enough information to speak definitively about any of the alternatives. With these
concerns in mind, the team shared their concerns with the public, and also
acknowledged the offsetting benefits of bringing the public into the process in the early
stages. As a result, the public was able to share in the understanding of the logic of
the elimination of project alternatives from 72 options, to 15 options, to 5 options, to
3 options, to the final preferred alternative that was ultimately approved. In addition
to understanding the thought process, the public seemed to appreciate the opportunity
to be informed, and to provide feedback throughout the evolution of the process.
Evaluation
Participant Observation
While there are a number of observation strategies available to test the effectiveness of
a public participation program, participant observation provides the richest set of date
(Creighton, 1992). By nature of the fact that the program is designed and
implemented by the PIO team, they are too involved in the manipulation of variables to
conduct unbiased direct observation. However, while the participant observation may
exhibit biases, the added insight gained from participation provides an opportunity for
a much deeper understanding of the issue that is being discussed.
Example 5: Project Team at Public Information Fair
The PIO team coordinated a Public Information Fair that was conducted
between the date of the EIS Public Scoping Meetings, and the Draft EIS Public
Hearings. The purpose of the Fair was to provide an additional opportunity for area
residents to learn more about the project, and create a venue for them to ask questions
of and provide feedback to the project team. Each of the information stations was
staffed by various members of the project team, including representatives from the
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engineering, planning and environmental teams. In addition to providing an
opportunity for the public to ask and learn, the fair also provided an opportunity for
the project team to get feedback on specific elements of the project. It gave the
project team a first-hand understanding and sensitivity, as participants of the process,
of what the community issues and concerns were.
Evaluation: Validation or Variation of Audience
Regardless of which evaluation method is used to determine the effectiveness
of the public participation program, the results of that evaluation can help to either
validate the structure and content of the program or cause a variation on theme, and at
times, a complete overhaul of the program strategy. In particular, this evaluation
process can help a PIO team reassess the appropriateness of the defined target
audience (Creighton, 1980).
Example 6: Audience Realignment.
For example, as the PIO team began conducting stakeholder interviews in the
beginning of the process, other individuals and groups emerged and were added to the
target audience list. Among the individual stakeholders who emerged throughout the
process were the specific opinion leaders, or cabinet members of the local homeowners
associations. These people became valuable conduits for information with their
groups. Other emerging target audiences included the golf course developer who was
competing for our site, and hopeful engineering, construction and power companies
interested in participating in the development and operations of the project.
Example 7: Process Adjustment, Postcard Notice
Another valuable outcome of conducting evaluation processes throughout the
course of a public participation program is the retrospective analysis of the overall
effectiveness of any given public participation activity: Did the activity go according
to plan"7 What lessons were learned9 What impact does this activity have on future
planned activities? etc. Based on these general questions, the PIO team was able to
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continue and augment the successful efforts and discontinue or adjust the unsuccessful
ones.
During the Public Information Fair, the PIO team had mixed luck with the
public noticing procedures they employed. In addition to sending individual letters,
advertising and noticing the event in the paper, the PIO team mailed a 3x5 postcard
notice to 32,000 households, in two ZIP codes surrounding the potential treatment
plant sites. While the postcards did reach some residents who would not otherwise
been notified, the majority of attendees came as a result of the letters. As a result of
this analysis, the PIO team adjusted their noticing strategy and placed a greater
emphasis on individual letters for noticing future activities.
Conclusion
After two years of gathering technical, environmental and public opinion data,
the project team was able to select a project site that took into account each of these
disciplines. For a variety of reasons related to both technical feasibility and public
opinion issues, the site nearest the Calico Ridge development was not selected. And
while the River Mountains Ranch Estates Homeowner Association preferred the site
directly adjacent to them, they were still satisfied when the project team announced the
selection of the River Mountains site situated approximately one-quarter mile north of
their development.
Throughout the site selection process, the implementation of the I.E.I.E.
conceptual framework provided a valuable vehicle for the project team and the public
to work together to find agreeable solutions for meeting the regions water needs. The
information gained in the Investigation stage helped the project team to develop an
appropriate and adequate public participation program. The on-going dialogue during
the Education and Incorporation stages helped to provide an opportunity for shared
ownership in project development. The consistent Evaluation process helped to
ensure that the program remained flexible and responsive to the effectiveness of the
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program. And in the final analysis, the site that was selected was supported by the
public and the project team alike.
By its very nature, public participation is an unavoidable dynamic and
unpredictable communicative event. As such, it is helpful to have a "road map" to
guide one throughout the public participation process. The I.E.I.E. conceptual
framework has helped and will continue to help the SNWA PIO and project teams
keep the public informed and involved in the development of the project form its
inception to the grand opening.
While the I.E.I.E. conceptual framework was specifically designed, out of
necessity, for involving the public in the site selection for this SNWA project, the same
general framework could be used for other public participation programs for any type
public works project. Although each new project has its own idiosyncrasies, the basic
framework could still apply. The actual balance of the four elements would need to
vary with the dynamics of each new situation. And with an proper investigation in the
initial stages, hearty dialogue with the public throughout the course of the project, and
careful process evaluation every step of the way, other projects can enjoy the same
level of public support that the SNWA PIO team achieved on this site selection
project.
CHAPTER 6
CONCLUSION
Water is one of the most precious resources in every community. According
to Perkins, and Ernaut (1997) "There is no resource more critical to the survival of
human life, especially in a barren desert, than water. Without it, we cannot prepare
our food, we cannot bathe, we cannot clean our clothes or dishes, we would have no
parks or schools, and our homes could not be protected from fire — human life simply
could not exist," (p. ID). Securing and maintaining an adequate, safe and reliable
public water supply is no simple task. It involves constant planning and careful
decision-making to effectively supply water to the public. And while utilities strive to
make those decisions based upon their estimation of what is best for the public, by
definition, it is difficult to make that determination void of input from the public.
In any decision-making situation, whether you are shopping around for a new
car, or determining a location for a large water treatment facility, making fully-
informed decisions increases the quality of the final decision. In the water utility
industry, a fully-informed decision involves evaluating critical factors such as: technical
feasibility; fiscal capability; environmental sensitivity, and public acceptability. If any
one of these factors is ignored and not carefully and respectfully considered in the
decision-making process, that one factor is capable of being the Achilles' heel (a small
but mortal weakness) of the project. And each of the factors listed could and has,
brought projects to a screeching halt.
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Making fully-informed decisions simply means that a project manager takes the
time to conduct the proper due diligence in identifying issues, testing assumptions, and
incorporating these analysis into the decision-making process. In the case of public
participation, when a utility is committed to informing their decision-making process
through soliciting public input, they are more likely to earn credibility for the utility,
and gain public acceptance for their projects. In many ways, the underlying purpose of
public participation is to earn the public's trust through informed decision-making.
According to Rothstein, et al., (1993) "The day-in, day-out efforts a utility makes to
maintain credibility with the public — including with elected officials and city managers
— are the underpinnings for a successful public involvement program that succeeds in
gaining acceptance for a particular project," (p. 42.)
In addition to increasing the quality of the final decisions, and building
credibility, conducting public participation also provides pragmatic benefits for project
success. As Rothstein, et al. mentioned above, conducting public participation and
maintaining contact with elected officials is a critical component for project success.
Today, it is a political reality that public participation is a "necessary evil," to ensure
that politicians are making fully-informed decisions. This is due in part to the fact that
the public has become very sophisticated in their knowledge of the project approval
systems, and they can be very effective in creating intense political pressure, resulting
in project denials, or costly project delays. However, through proactively
implementing public participation programs, you can help prevent such problems
through incorporating public input, in the evolution of project planning.
With all this improved decision-making, credibility building, and pragmatic
planning, one would think that public participation would be a fully accepted norm in
the water utility industry. And while many utilities conduct public participation for
certain projects, it is still not a fully-accepted "technology" industry wide. This is due,
in part to the lack of educational resources available to teach the benefits of
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conducting public participation, and to identify the necessary steps for planning and
implementing a program. Without this understanding of the advantages, and processes
for embarking on a public participation program, many utility managers may be
worried that involving the public will guarantee problems, instead of preventing them.
This thesis is intended to provide an additional resource for utility manager to help
reinforce the fact that public participation can be a productive and positive process,
which can dramatically improve the public acceptance rate for proposed projects.
In reviewing the available resources on public participation in the water
industry, there were definite limitations to the literature, and it was difficult to access
what was available. However, it was extremely enlightening to evaluate the resources
that I was able to acquire. In conducting a retrospective analysis of the history of
public participation in the water industry over the past three decades, it was clear that
public participation has come a long way in its acceptance and sophistication in the
water industry. And in reviewing the water-related issues in the various articles over
the decades, it was apparent that public participation can, and should be utilized in
almost every aspect of water utility planning and management. This historical
literature evaluation also revealed that there is not a sufficient body of literature that
combines the motivations, and the tools for conducting public participation in singular
works of literature. This is unfortunate, because the combined message of why it is
important to conduct public participation, and how to go about doing public
participation would help to alleviate fears and increase the confidence of utility
managers, and hopefully motivate them to engage in public participation.
However, convincing utility managers that public participation is the right thing
to do, and giving them some specific tools, does not necessarily provide them with
enough guidance to implement a full-scale public participation program. The key to
the success of a public participation program is the care with which a process for
involving the public is crafted. And whether the utility manager is implementing the
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program or working with a public participation professional, it is critical for the utility
manager to realize and understand the importance of the "process."
The public participation process is really a series of processes contained within
the conceptual framework umbrella for program planning. It is important to provide a
big-picture program plan which incorporates and manages all the occasions for
interaction with the public. By implementing a comprehensive framework when
developing a program, you are more likely to systematically create a more complete
and well-rounded program, without inadvertently omitting critical program elements.
Such frameworks also provide for more coordinated efforts, and help to avoid piece-
meal interactions with the public.
The framework that I use in developing public participation programs includes
four critical elements: Investigate, Educate, Incorporate, and Evaluate. In my
experience, I have found that if I incorporate these four steps into my program
planning efforts, I am better able to create an inclusive and comprehensive process for
encouraging and managing public participation in the decision-making process. I am
better able to develop more accurate and appropriate programs through careful
evaluation of the prominent audiences and prevailing issues in the Investigation stage.
I am better able to provide more desirable information and create more productive
opportunities for interaction in the Education and Incorporation stage. And, I am
better able to ensure program effectiveness through constant analysis of program
processes in the Evaluation stage of the framework. Together, each of these stages of
the I.E.I.E. framework, provide a road map for developing, implementing and
monitoring the processes within public participation programs. And it is through
cyclical implementation and respectful management of these processes, that the public
participation professional is able to facilitate sincerely involving the public in the
decision-making process, and foster fully informed utility decision-making.
CHAPTER?
SUGGESTIONS FOR FUTURE RESEARCH
Because I believe there is a void in the existing literature of a fundamental
discussion of why and how to conduct public participation in the water industry, I
have attempted to restrict the focus of this thesis to these fundamental principles.
However, as I conducted this analysis, I identified a whole host of additional areas of
public participation which warrant further investigation. And while it was tempting to
investigate these various tangents in this thesis project, I resisted the temptation. I
have, however, kept a running list of the tangential subjects that I found both
intriguing and important to the future development of the field of public participation.
The following is an introduction of these various subjects.
Target Audiences
What are the defining constituencies of a "target" audience? While I have
touched upon this subject, I feel that an entire study could have, and should be
devoted to systematically analyzing who makes up a target audience, and why. In
particular, I think it would be interesting to characterize the psychological profile and
personalities of the various participants in any given public process. As I have seen,
there are different "persons" at each meeting, however, there are similar "persona" at
many meetings: the retired engineer who knows all the answers and talks too detailed
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for the rest of the audience; the neighborhood hero whose sole purpose for getting
passionately involved in the process is to earn the praise and recognition from her
neighbors; the concerned mom who is truly worried about the potential risk of a
situation; etc. In understanding the "typical" participants, we can be better prepared,
and better able to teach others how to deal with and incorporate these personas if they
wish to participate in a public participation program.
Diffusion Theory Analysis of Public Participation
Is diffusion theory and applicable and advantageous tool for studying public
participation in the water utility industry? Among the 440 water-related public
participation abstracts and articles which I reviewed, one article was particularly
intriguing. This article utilized the diffusion theory to analyze the potential
acceptability of water reuse in Puerto Rico. "The adoption of a product often follows
the diffusion theory of marketing, which indicates that a sequence of groups must
accept a product in order for it to be successful," (Galas, et al., 1981, p. 1810). In this
case, the author was positing that if they were able to secure public support for a new
concept from smaller groups, than they will build a foundation of support that will
spread to support by larger groups. This dynamic of identifying and approaching small
target audiences, would fit within the investigation stage of the I.E. I.E. framework,
and would be an interesting aid in investigation of target audiences.
In another article, the diffusion theory of innovation is characterized as having
four components: ". . . 1) the innovation itself; 2) communication channels, 3) time, and
4) the social system," (Adams, 1996, p. 136) As such, diffusion theory could be a
useful tool for implementing the education and incorporation stages of the I.E.I.E.
framework.
In addition, it would be interesting to conduct a study to determine if the
diffusion theory approach would increase the chances of public acceptance of a
project. It would also be interesting to investigate if the size of the community had an
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impact on the success rate of the Diffusion Theory approach. I would suspect, that
the Diffusion Theory approach would be more successful in smaller communities.
Public Participation Programs in Various Industries
What are the similarities and differences in public participation programs
among various industries? In conducting a comparative analysis of the similarities and
differences of public participation programs in various industries, e.g. water, power,
transit industries, etc. there could be an valuable opportunity for cross-training and
sharing of ideas.
For instance, the public participation program employed by Smith and Lynott
(1997) in an effort to involve the public in an Environmental Impact Statement for a
freeway expansion project in Washington, D.C., the public participation framework
utilized the following four phases: 1) Listening and learning; 2) Exploring and
creating; 3) Developing and examining; and 4) Finalizing (Smith et al., 1997). In many
ways, this framework rests in the same philosophies as the I.E.I.E. framework.
However in some ways, the two frameworks differ greatly. Conducting a comparison
analysis of the different strategies utilized, and the different requirements of the host
industry, would provide an interesting discussion on the breadth of the public
participation industry.
Public Participation Program College Curriculum
Why isn't public participation taught as a formal component within the
communications curricula in Colleges in the United States today9 As I have
discovered, completely by accident, public participation is a challenging and rewarding
professional field. It would be interesting to study the various curriculums in U.S.
colleges to determine if any offers courses or special programs on public participation.
I do not know of any colleges that have such programs or courses.
The most comparable curriculums that I have discovered are programs that
teach dispute resolution and mediation. And while these skills can be applied in a
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public participation program, they are taught from a fundamentally different
perspective. Dispute resolution is grounded upon the fact that conflict already exists,
and provides strategies for eliminating or minimizing the conflict. Conversely, public
participation is grounded in proactively attempting to prevent conflict. As such, it is
worthwhile to establish programs to teach public participation to help teach
professionals the skills to help prevent conflict.
In addition to introducing a viable, and interesting career field to
communications students, I think public participation would also be a valuable course
to teach engineering students. In today's world, engineering professionals are thrust
into the role of project spokespersons, and are frequently active participants in the
public participation process. Designing a course specifically for engineering students
would give them some basic survival tools, that will inevitably come in handy.
Hopefully, a study into the absence of public participation curriculums will help
develop the presence of such programs in the future.
Risk Communication
What properties, skills, strategies and tools do public participation and risk
communication share? Another compelling study would involve looking at the
similarities and differences between public participation and risk communication. In
addition to the water related communication literature, another arena in which public
participation programs are discussed is in the field of risk communication.
Risk communication is a means of providing information about the real or
perceived risk associated with a particular thing. For example, Covello, McCallum &
Pavlova (1989) et al. describe risk communication as "in response to rising public
concerns about health and environmental risks government agencies have increasingly
sought improved means for communicating risk information to individual citizens and
public groups" (p. 3) In as much as the public has a vested interest in an issue, they
have a right to information and should be incorporated into the decision-making
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process for that issue. The management strategies used in risk communication are
readily transferable to general public participation situations, and visa versa.
However, there has not been sufficient information sharing, and interdisciplinary
interaction between these two sister fields. Perhaps future studies could cross
reference the various tools and strategies, and focus upon how professionals from each
field can learn from the other.
Solicit, Consider, Ignore, Decide (SCID)
And finally, the question I find most intriguing is: How do public participation
professionals prevent utility managers from Solicit Consider Ignore Decide (SCID)?
Just like Decide Announce Decide (DAD) was a pitfall of past planning efforts, I fear
that SCID could be a future pitfall facing our industry. For example, if a utility project
manager made a public commitment to sincerely involve the public in a decision-
making process, then completely disregarded public input (Soliciting, Considering,
Ignoring and Deciding), (Holmberg, Michaelson, & Peterson, 1997) it would severely
damage the credibility of the process, and of the utility.
When I was wrestling with potential topics for my thesis, I was considering
writing about how the DAD concept had evolved over the years. However, I realized
that DAD had transformed into Soliciting, Ignoring and Deciding. I shared the
concept with Lewis Michaelson, a leading public participation practitioner, and he
added the word Consider to make the acronym SCID. Then, in an effort to test if
SCID was a widespread industry concern, and to take steps toward developing a
framework for preventing SCID from happening, we introduced the notion and
conducted an interactive session called "How to Prevent Meaningless Public
Participation" at the 1997 International Association of Public Participation (IAP2)
conference (Holmberg, et al., 1997)
At the session, we received an overwhelming concurrence that SCID is a real
phenomena that public participation professionals must address We then discussed
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ways to prevent SCID from the onset of a program; identified signs which may
indicate a program is going into a SCID; and discussed tools for pulling out of a SCID
if it occurs. The participants in this discussion provided wonderful feedback during
the discussion, and they had an opportunity to list specific SCID symptoms that they
had encountered. At the end of the session, we were convinced that SCID is worthy
of further discussion and we invited the participants to join a collaborative effort to
assist in drafting an article to develop the prevention, identification, and correction of
SCID.
Final Thoughts
Clearly, there are a number of interesting facets to the field of public
participation. The previously mentioned areas for future research identify a sampling
of the different tangential aspects of this dynamic and necessary craft that are worthy
of discussion. Ironically, however, even though public participation is a communicative
act, there is very little oral or written communication that captures the successes and
failures of the past, or that discusses potential perfections or innovations for the future
of this craft. It is my hope that through documenting the notions contained within this
thesis, that I have helped to promote the necessity to engage in public participation,
and to provide a guiding framework for conducting public participation programs.
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